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ABSTRACT
This final report covers the period 16 June 1965 through 16 April
1966 and is submitted in accordance with the requirements of Contract
_ES9-4790. The goal of this program has been to develop conceptual
and engineering designs for two types of Lunar Solar Reflecting Beacons
to be emplaced during the early Apollo lunar landing missions. One
beacon will be visible from the earth; the other will be visible from
both the Apollo Command Module (CM) and the Lunar Excursion Module
(LEM) vehicles.
Phase I of this two-phase program encompassed static and dynamic
beacon design concepts including tracking beacons, photometric analysis
of beacon detection, reliability as affected by the lunar environment,
materials analysis, beacon location requirements, and preliminary
weight and packaging determinations. These studies were summarized
in the Phase I report dated 3 December 1965. A tracking, flat, spec-
ular earth beacon and an oscillating arch cislunar beacon were recom-
mended to MSC. MSC concurred with the earth beacon recommendation but
changed the field of view and range specifications for the cislunar
beacon. These changes permitted the use of a static design to meet
the revised MSC design specifications for the cislunar beacon. The
second phase of the program covers specifications definition and engi-
neering designs of the tracking flat earth beacon and the cislunar
static beacon concepts recommended by NASA-MSC, Houston.
This report summarizes the results of Phases I and II. Phase II
results include projected hardware schedules and specifications, in-
cluding drawings and a recommended QC program. Two cislunar beacon
alternates are given. Detailed recommendations and conclusions are
included.
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PREFACE
The Solar Reflecting Beacon Program is a study of reflecting
instruments to be placed on the moon by astronauts during the early
Apollo landing missions. The photometric requirements and conceptual
designs of various lunar emplaced solar beacons have been described
and discussed over the past decade. One study in 1965 investigated
a beacon to be emplaced by early Surveyor missions which could be
used as an aid for subsequent Apollo landings. This program has
benefited much from these previous studies.
This final report has been written by Mr. Gordon Jelley, Dr.
Bernard Kalensher, and Mr. Donald Stewart. The engineering design
and the detail layouts were made by Mr. Victor Plotkin and Mr. William
Wong, respectively. Mr. Jelley contributed to the overall design de-
tails and especially to the electronics and electromechanical details
of the earth tracking beacon. Dr. Kalensher supervised the program-
ming, computing, and analysis of the static beacon orientation and
flash location, performed in the Phase I. Mr. Stewart, program man-
ager, coordinated the technical efforts and performed miscellaneous
design and analytical functions. Mr. Lloyd Popish improved the text
readability. The program benefited greatly from the proximity to and
the contacts with the Mt. Wilson and Mt. Palomar Observatories' offices,
particularly with Mr. William Miller, staff photographer, and Dr. Bowen,
retired director.
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io INTRODUCTION
The subjects of this report are two Solar Reflecting Beacons, an
earth beacon, and a cislunar beacon, to be emplaced upon the lunar
surface during the early Apollo missions to provide reflected solar
flashes to earth, i.e., the earth beacon, and the descending LEM
vehicles which land at the beacon site on subsequent Apollo missions,
i.e., the cislunar beacon. The technical problems involved in emplac-
ing reliable beacons upon the lunar surface include reliability,
weight, packaging volume, viewing range and field of view, detector
type and size, and environmental and materials analysis.
The purpose of this contract has been to study various beacon
concepts, recommend specific concepts to NASA/MSC, and use MSC's sub-
sequent recommendations to establish specific beacon designs and
specifications. The major technical problems have included meeting
the weight and packaging specifications and the lack of space-qualified
electronic and electromechanical hardware which can withstand the lunar
environment. The beacons proposed could serve not only as navigational
aids and selenodetic measurement reference points, but also as an
emergency communications system and a national and international polit-
ical advertisement.
Over the past decade several authors have dealt specifically or
indirectly with the detection of signals from the lunar surface,
astronomical detection problems, lunar lighting, and beacon con-
figurations in limited detail. Studies on beacons were mainly broad
investigations of various concepts. The work of Dole (Ref. i), in
1957, was one of the first to discuss the specific problem of solar
reflections from beacons on the lunar surface. In 1960 the problem
received further attention in the Surveyor project studies (Ref. 2).
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Subsequent investigations reported in 1965 becomemore specific and
relate directly to the Apollo Program using either the Surveyor or an
early Apollo vehicle to carry the beacon payload. (Ref. 3 through 6).
The use of beaconsas aids to selenodetic measurementswas detailed in
Contract NAS9-2803by Geonautics (Ref. 6). This contract preceded and
encouraged the investigations of this program. The NASAWorking Group
on Surveyor Landing Aids for Apollo met throughout 1965 (Ref. 4) and
provided concurrent analytical and experimental data to crosscheck the
preliminary detection studies presented in this program. Manymore
general analytical and empirical studies aided in the presentation
and understanding of the detection problem including Blackwell (Refs. 7
and 8), Kopal (Refs. 25 and 26), Kuiper (Ref. 27), Russell (Refs. 35
and 39), and Tousy (Ref. 45), etc.
This programwas a specific outgrowth of the beacon possibilities
presented in the above references. Both the selenodetic and landing
aid aspects of the study have been emphasized. The investigatory
areas have been defined by detailed specifications for beacons which
can be erected by the LEMastronauts. Specular reflectors have re-
ceived major attention.
The PhaseI studies were divided into four separate areas:
I. Beacondetection problems were studied systematically to
include both visual and photographic detection using practi-
cal assumptions regarding detection instruments and visual
conditions.
2. Beaconorientation and flash location programs were analyzed,
developed, and run to better understand both the detection
and beacon design problems.
3. Beaconconceptual designs were depicted and rated for recom-
mendation to MSC.
4. Recommendationsof several lunar and earth beacons were given
to MSCin both verbal and written presentations.
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MSC reviewed these recommendations together with the reduction
of the Surveyor payload which virtually eliminated the possibility of
erecting a Surveyor emplaced solar beacon. MSC then submitted a spe-
cific earth beacon design and revised cislunar specifications for fur-
ther study. As Phase II started, the cislunar specifications were
reviewed and subsequently the range was revised downward. The earth
beacon design was studied in greater detail indicating possible diffi-
culties in meeting the weight and packaging specification and in
securing off-the-shelf or suitable state-of-the-art hardware. The
recommendations were, therefore, reviewed and reaffirmed by MSC after
careful consideration of the above problems and the detection proba-
bilities and orientation requirements of alternate earth beacons.
Beacon designs were then started. Since much of the hardware
proposed has not been extensively tested, analyzed, or exposed to the
lunar or the lunar-simulated environment, the design philosophy has
been to present prototype or model shop drawings using off-the-shelf
components, where available, selected from experience or with minimal
exploratory investigation. Therefore, definitions of the component
functions and specifications have been made where state-of-the-art
components could not meet the beacon requirements. Because the design
process requires reiterative steps to approach and improve on the de-
sign specifications, prototype construction, followed by design revi-
sions, will be required to produce additional design improvements.
Instrument specifications and cost and schedule projections were also
developed in Phase II.
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2. SUMMARY
This final report summarizes both phases of the lunar beacon
instrument development program. The first phase comprised the con-
ceptual design and engineering feasibility design of two types of
solar reflecting beacons to be empiaced by early Apollo lunar landing
missions. Phase II encompassed the preparation of detailed design
specifications and engineering drawings.
The earth viewed beacon weighs 20 pounds and has a one-cubic-
foot volume design specification. The cislunar beacon viewed by the
astronauts in the descending LEM over a 20 degree by 39 degree field
of view has a 5-pound weight and a 0.25-cubic-foot volume design
specification. Common design specifications include a one-year oper-
ating life, 0.90 reliability, and a maximum packaging dimension dic-
tated by the LEM Scientific Containers Stowage Compartments (Ref.
LID-360-2280).
The earth beacons will be detected both visually and photograph-
ically; the cislunar beacon will be sighted visually. Photographic
detection is best accomplished with long flashes or a continuous
signal. Any type of signal is appropriate for visual recognition,
though flashes may be more readily detected.
2.1 Specular or Diffuse Beacons
Oriented specular flat beacons are 4.65 x 104 times more
efficient per unit area than a diffuse flat. Diffuse spheres are
2.67 times more efficient than a specular sphere, on an illuminance-
to-area ratio, when the reflecting and incident angles are normal to
the surface. However, a specular sphere is more efficient than a
diffuse sphere on an illuminance-to-weight ratio under all incident
and reflected angle conditions. Extensive studies have been made by
and for NASA on similar diffuse beacons. Therefore, for these reasons
6976-Final 5
only specular beacon designs were studied on this program. The beacon
designs considered are variations of flat or spherical surfaces in
both static and dynamic modes.
2.2 Beacon Area, Viewing Time, Field of View_ and Flash Frequency
Beacon areas were calculated by accepted photometric visual
and photographic formulas using assumptions more realistic than used
in earlier beacon area calculations. Calculations based upon the final
specifications resulted in beacon flat areas and equivalent spherical
diameters of 0.0017 ft 2 and 20 ft for the cislunar and 33 ft 2 and
2790 ft for the earth beacon. These represent a visual detection
probability of 98 percent for the cislunar beacon and a photographic
and visual factor of safety of over i0 for the earth beacon, based on
the assumptions used. The cislunar beacon signal will have continuous
signal since spherical segments can be used to reflect to the entire
20 degree by 39 degree field.
For a static earth beacon, it is impractical to fabricate
spherical sections within the weight and packaging specifications
which will cover the field of view required to produce a continuous
beacon signal to the earth. Therefore, either an earth beacon is
required that will track the continuous beacon signal or a flashing
signal must be tolerated. The length and frequency of the flash will
depend upon the beacon field of view (FOV), the motion of the beacon,
and the position of the observer. Generally, the beacon field of
view depends on the reflective area which, in turn, is proportional
to the total package weight assigned to the reflective area.
2.3 Materials
The proposed beacon designs utilize space-qualified metals
and plastics with high structural reliability, specific strength,
specific rigidity, and environmental resistance. The proposed con-
cepts rely heavily on aluminum and H Film.
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2.4 Orientation
Orientation requirements have been defined and basic pro-
grams computed relative to beacon orientation accuracy, orientation
angle calculations, and signal viewing time. Additional work is
required to deliver a complete program package suitable for use by
MSC's computers.
2.5 Reliability
Reliability, herein defined as the probability of the beacon
meeting its design specifications after a one-year lunar operating
life, is primarily dependent on the erectability, orientation, dura-
bility in the lunar environment, and the dust problem during LEM
ascent. The prelaunch, launch, and translunar environmental phases
should not adversely affect the reliability of the proposed beacon
concepts.
2.6 Beacon Designs
Several beacon concepts were described for both the earth
and cislunar beacons in the Phase I report. The flat tracking earth
beacon design recommended by _0S was chosen by MSC primarily for its
high percentage of viewing time, lack of orientation requirements,
and ease in dust protection. The cislunar mosaic spherical and the
inflatable alternate design were chosen on the basis of a continuous
signal to the desired FOV, minimum orientation, high durability of
either the metal or self-rigidizing plastic-aluminum foil concepts,
and ease in dust protection.
A dynamic-tracking earth beacon was recommended and chosen
for final design because, with its reorientation capabilities, the
beacon signal could be detected throughout the lunar day for each
lunar day. In Phase I, before more detailed state-of-the-art hardware
investigations were made, it appeared that the very high probability
of detection far outweighed the possible disadvantages. The broadness
of the Phase I work, while touching on the problem areas, glossed over
6976 -Final 7
the magnitude of the weight-packaging and sophisticated hardware and
tracking problems associated with such a dynamic beacon.
Early in the Phase II effort, a reexamination of the earth
tracking beaconwasmadeto consider the attributes of this concept in
detail. Further guidance from MSCwas requested after exploring such
Weight
Packagevolume
Sensor logic near O-degree phase angles
State of the art of:
a. Sensors
b. Bearings and motors
5. Electrical requirements
6. Erectability
Despite the increased recognition of the magnitude of these
problem areas, the original Phase I design recommendationwas upheld
since the probability of signal detection is muchhigher for a track-
ing beacon comparedwith either a static or a randomly programmed
dynamic beacon. However, it was realized andreported at the time
of this decision that the weight and volume specifications for this
design would probably be exceeded. A maximumerection time of i0 to
15 minutes has been specified. Since the tracking beacon has a large
numberof components,minimumerection time requires a minimumof sub-
assemblies. Subassemblies generally are more bulky, i.e., have lower
weight per unit volume, than individual parts.
Due to the design schedule, funding level, and state of the
art of somecritical components, the choice was madeto utilize exist-
ing hardware where possible, without extensive redesign. It was also
decided that the prototype drawings would be made since the initial
units would have to be madein a model or prototype shop. Many fur-
ther refinements can logically be madeon the basis of prototype
assembly. The designs presented, therefore, can further be improved
by the normal reiterative design and fabrication process.
areas as:
I.
2.
3.
4.
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The cislunar and earth beacon design drawings include:
Number Title
1100201 Cislunar Reflecting Beacon Assembly
1100202 Tripod Assembly, Tracking Beacon
1100203 Mechanism Assembly Tracking Beacon
1100204 Tracking Beacon Assembly
1100205 Reflector Panels and Frame Assembly Tracking Beacon
1100206 Solar Panel Assembly Tracking Beacon
1100207 Inflatable Cislunar Reflecting Beacon Assembly
(Alternate)
1100208 Configuration Cislunar Reflector Spec. Control
(was D 614536)
1100209 Schematic Diagram Sun Acquisition and Longitudinal
Control
1100210 Schematic Diagram Lateral Control System and Earth
Sensing System
1100211 Schematic Diagram Lateral Control System and Earth
Sensing System
1100212 Block Diagram Lateral Control System and Earth Sensing
System
1100213 Block Diagram Sun Aquisition and Longitudinal Control
System
1100214 'Field Erection Procedure Cislunar Reflecting Beacon
1100215 Field Erection Procedure Tracking Beacon
1100216 Solar Panel Assembly Tracking Beacon (Alternate)
The inflatable cislunar reflecting beacon consists of the
following components :
io A commercial tripod with a pan head adapted for ease of
beacon assembly by the astronauts on the lunar surface and
a permanently attached plumb mounted at the base of the
tripod center post.
2. A self-rigidizing aluminum foil-plastic inflatable reflector
that will reflect to a field of view of +i0 degrees (20 de-
grees total) in a horizon and 39 degrees in elevation under
6976-Final 9
the LEM landing conditions, using a slightly curved inflat-
able camping mattress-type structure to produce the desired
spherical approximation. This reflector assembly includes
its own packing case and a circular preset bubble level
built into the packing case. This design is based on a
response from G. T. Schjeldahl in reply to an EOS inquiry.
An all metal mosaic spherical segment cislunar beacon
utilizes a similar tripod assembly plus seven nestable electroformed
nickel reflector panels which mount to a three-part frame which is
readily erectable. The mosaic spherical segments mount to the frame
using spring clips. While this design may have superior durability
due to its metallic surfaces, the probability of reflector damage, due
to the astronaut's limited dexterity and sense of feel, may be high.
A slight increase in total beacon weight would improve this reliability
appreciably.
The earth tracking beacon is basically an optical flat, in-
strumented to continuously track the earth and flash a continuous sig-
nal in the earth's direction.
Such a beacon requires a relatively sophisticated assembly
compared with the simple static cislunar beacon.
include:
I .
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
and two for tracking the sun.
Component parts
Tripod assembly
Inner gimbal assembly
A tracking mechanism assembly
A reflector mounting frame
Hinged reflector panels (four)
Solar panel assembly
Reflector mounting frame
Packaging material and container
Four tracking axes are provided: Two for tracking the earth
The earth and sun temperature sensors
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are mounted back to back so that the earth sensor points upward and
the sun sensor downward. The earth and sun sensor are mounted on an
arm attached to the earth tracking axes so that the sun sensor will
always be co-axial with the earth. Therefore, if the sun's reflection
strikes the sun sensor correctly, the reflection will be directed to-
ward the earth. The other two axes are mounted on the same earth-sun
sensor arm and align the reflector panels so that the solar reflection
is always co-axial with the sun sensor. The earthls axes are designed
to hunt over a +8-degree field of view while the solar longitude track-
ing axis tracks over a ±45-degree field of view (i.e., half the sun's
travel in a lunar day, since the mirror rotation need be only one-
half the angular movement of the sun) and the solar latitudinal track-
ing axis which will track the ±2-degree solar selenographic latitude
of -2 degrees maximum.
This proposed tracking beacon presents many problems rela-
tive to the programs design specifications. The major problem areas
include the following:
i. _. The design weight of 41 pounds is twice the 20-
pound weight specification.
2. Package Volume. The total package volume of 7.125 ft3
(including space for the 1/4 ft3 cislunar beacon) is seven
3
times the desired I ft maximum.
3. Reliability. The tracking earth beacon reliability cannot
be readily determined since the earth and sun sensor assem-
blies have not been designed in detail nor tested.
Minor earth tracking beacon design problems include questions of:
i. The optical accuracy and equivalent reflecting area of the
12 membrane, hinged panels: Panel stretching due to differ-
ential thermal expansion and localized rim and membrane
reflector distortion should be studied using a prototype
mo de I.
6976-Final II
2. Bearings and seals have been designed for vacuumenviron-
ments similar to the lunar conditions; however, there is not
complete agreement amonginvestigators regarding suitable
materials.
3. Differentiating between the sun and earth by the earth
sensor will be a major problem at full moon. At this time,
the earth sensor would tend to lock on the sun. Once locked
on the sun, the earth sensor could not readily return to
tracking the earth unless limit or cutoff switches are sup-
plied to the earth tracking axes or signals. Depending upon
the earth sensor field of view, the cutoff time could elim-
inate reflected signals from the earth beacon from up to
I to 3 days around the lunar noon.
2.7 Specifications
In addition to the drawing package, specifications are in-
cluded covering the desired characteristics of a sun and earth sensor.
The QC specification details the general steps to be taken in inspect-
ing the prototype beacon assemblies.
2.8 Cost and Schedules
A 3-year program to produce a flight unit earth tracking
beacon would cost $560,000. A 2-year program to produce an inflat-
able cislunar beacon would cost $140,000; an all-metal reflector
cislunar beacon would cost $170,000 for the same time period.
6976_inaI 12
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3. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
As a result of the Phase I studies and the Phase II engineering
design, specific conclusions and reconmendations can be n_de relative
to a lunar emplaced earth and cislunar solar reflecting beacon.
3.1 Conclusions
3.1.1 Beacon Feasibility
Specular reflectors, whether they are spherical, fiat,
or combinations thereof, are superior to diffuse beacons on an
illuminance-to-weight ratio due to the higher reflectance, specific
strength, and specific rigidity of a specular surface.
3.1.2 Computer Programs
The computer programs formulated during the Phase I
program can determine the orientation requirements for static beacons
and can predict the location and duration of a beacon signal from a
static beacon at any point in space or on the earth's surface. Minor
refinements are still required before NASA can usefully employ these
programs. With these modifications, the program could be used when
|_owledge of the pointing direction of a cormnunication link or camera
is required.
3.1.3 Cislunar Beacon
A cislunar beacon can be built within the original
weight and packaging specifications and to the revised photometric,
range, and FOV requirements. The probability of achieving the 90-
percent reliability specification is high. Also, there are no serious
remaining design problems to be solved before producing the prototype
cislunar beacon.
The electroformed reflector design alternate has one
major area of uncertainty: The rigidity of the thin shell reflector
6976-Final 13
panels and the possibility of damage to these during the unpacking
and beacon erection operations.
The inflatable self-rigidizing reflector design
alternate requires less assembly time than the electroformed reflector
design and involves less possibility of damage during assembly.
3.1.4 Earth Tracking Beacon
The state of the art of sun and earth sensors oper-
ating in the lunar environment, particularly an earth sensor near full
moon, is not sufficiently advanced in the areas of high temperatures,
materials, minimum packaging, minimum field of view, and detection
logic to permit the use of an off-the-shelf sensor design or hardware
package for an earth tracking beacon. Such a sun and earth sensor
assembly would be valuable for any lunar emplaced project requiring
the transmission of electromagnetic signals from the moon to an earth
receiver, having a known relationship with respect to the sun, earth,
and radiation source on the lunar surface.
The low specific weight of the reflector panels can
be achieved by a stretched membrane and rigidized rim design using
hinged rectangular panels which must be carefully oriented with
respect to each other to obtain the desired reflected energy to a par-
ticular field of view. While the assumptions made have been based on
similar stretched membrane work performed at EOS, the accuracy of the
flatness and alignment assumptions cannot be readily determined ana-
lytically.
Tradeoffs must be made between a wide field of view
sensor, which reduces the complexity of the electromechanical tracking
system but increases the realignment and hunting time at the lunar
dusk and dawn, respectively, and sun lock-on time during dusk and full
moon periods, and a narrow field of view sensor which yields greater
net reflection time to the earth and requires a more sophisticated
tracking system.
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The weight limitation on the earth tracking beacon
has been exceeded by a factor of two. Volume specifications have been
exceeded by a factor of seven. While subsequent iterations should
reduce both the weight and packaging figures, it is unlikely that the
original specifications can ultimately be met for this beacon design.
The proposed tracking design could easily be con-
verted to a static reflector beacon by the elimination of the tracking
sensors and drive system and substituting an accurate alignment system.
Such a static reflector would weigh about 20 pounds and occupy a volume
of 2 ft3 thereby approaching the desired weight and volumetric goals
3.2 Recommendations
The computer programs developed for the orientation programs
should be completed in a follow-on program if there is a high probability
that:
I. A static lunar-emplaced earth reflector will be built.
2. Lunar photographic missions require specific sun-moon-camera
phase angles which cannot be conveniently calculated by
other programs.
3. A highly collimated communication system requires accurate
positioning when the selenographic coordinates of the re-
ceiver (transmitter) are known with respect to the trans-
mitter (receiver) position on the lunar surface.
Scale models of the cislunar and earth tracking beacons
should be built to demonstrate the major features of the proposed
designs.
3.2.1 Cislunar Beacon
A cislunar beacon prototype program should be ini-
tiated as soon as possible, utilizing the inflatable reflector con-
cept. An ROM cost for delivering a flight unit two years after receipt
of the order would be $140,000 assuming that any solar simulation test
facilities required would be provided by MSC.
6976-Final 15
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If the all-metal design shows promise as an alternate
approach, a backup reflector study should be initiated at an ROM cost
of $60,000 for a one-year period.
3.2.2 Earth Tracking Beacon
If the earth tracking beacon has a high priority, a
prototype development program should be funded immediately to improve
and produce a working design. Such a program would require 16 months
at an ROM cost of $320,000.
If the earth tracking beacon design at present is of
doubtful value due to the state-of-the-art sensor and motor problems
and if the priority for such a beacon is not high, a 16-month, $200,000
program should be initiated to develop the sensors, motors, and bearing
requirements for the earth beacon.
Any reflector concept using a stretched-membrane,
rim-supported design should be studied analytically and empirically
in greater depth.
Because of the weight and packing volumes actually
achieved and the uncertainty of the component reliability of an earth
beacon, serious consideration should be given to either shelving the
concept of a small solar reflecting specular beacon or to studying
alternate beacons such as a sun-powered flash tube, laser, etc.,
which would have higher weight and packaging specifications than
those specified.
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4. TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
The Phase I report provided NASA/MSC with parametric data relative
to tradeoff considerations used in establishing beacon signal detec-
tion, reflector lifetime and reliability in the lunar environment, cost,
weight, volume, and overall feasibility. The Phase II portion of the
program details the engineering specifications and designs for the cis-
lunar and earth beacons recommended by NASA/MSC following the presenta-
tion and analysis of the Phase I results. The following design con-
straints were originally placed on the beacon study.
Constraint
Weight
Package volume
Maximum packaging
dimension
External power source
Minimum operating
lifetime
Reliability
Environmental
criteria
Earth Beacon
20 earth pounds
i cubic foot
23 inches
Only solar energy
One year
(self-contained)
0.90
Environment speci-
fications for
Apollo scientific
equipment
Lunar Beacon
5 earth pounds
0.25 cubic foot
23 inches
Only solar energy
One year
(self-contained)
0.90
Environment speci-
fications for
Apollo scientific
equipment
The beacons will be emplaced within a corridor ±5 degrees latitude
by -+45 degrees longitude and will be considered to be viewed under full
moon background brightness.
At the end of Phase I the maximum packaging dimensions were re-
vised to reflect volumetric dimensions shown for the LEM Descent Stage
Reliability refers to the probability of receiving a detectable signal
from the beacon within the design field of view after i year of opera-
tion.
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Scientific Container Storage referenced in LID-360-22810. Also, the
field of view of the cislunar beacon was confined to the angle contained
by a !10° horizontal angle and a 5 to 45° elevation angle, assuming
that the subsolar point is east of the landing site, and with a range
of 20 nautical miles as seen by the naked eye through the LEMwindow.
Subsequent analysis and discussion indicated that the maximumrange
should be reduced to i0 nautical miles. The maximumrange was also
defined as a function of the elevation angle for the highest LEMlanding
trajectory.
This section discusses the details of the conceptual and engineering
designs and the specifications developed for both types of solar beacons
including the following areas:
i. Specular versus diffuse beacon comparison
2. Beaconphotometry
3. Orientation
4. Beaconrecommendations
5. Cislunar and earth beacon designs
6. Earth beacondesign schedule, quality control, and
miscellaneous
Various detector-detection instrument combinations for the earth
and cislunar beacons are listed in Table 4-1. Note that the most recent
MSCrecommendationshave emphasizedcombination 3 for the cislunar bea-
con -- the naked eye. Photographic detection represents a more difficult
design problem than visual detection, particularly with the cislunar
beacon.
The optimumbeacon flash times will vary with the detection
instrument and use of the reflected signal. For photographic detection,
the flash time should be long comparedto the shutter speed to insure
that sufficient protons strike the photographic emulsion. The percent-
age of flash time within the camera field of view should be high to
increase the detection probability. If necessary, the percentage of
flash time within the maximumcamera field of view, i.e., an earth-based
6976-Final 18
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telescope, can be increased by any of the following methods:
i. Increase the beacon instantaneous field of view by:
a. Decreasing the area factor of safety for a fixed
total weight or area
b. Increasing the beacon area
c. Decreasing the detection range
d. Designing the beacon for detection at less than the
maximum background illumination
2. Increase the percentage of beacon flash time within the
camera field of view by programming the motion of a dynamic
beacon.
3. Limit the beacon total dynamic random field of view to in-
crease the percentage of time within the camera field of
view.
For visual landing recognition from the LEM vehicle, the beacon
flashes can be short in duration (0. i second or less) if the photon
intensity from the flash is above the minimum detectable illuminance.
The flashes should be frequent enough, however, to permit multiple
beacon sightings within the landing time span and thereby improve the
detection probability. The revised specifications permit a continuous
beacon signal.
4.1 Comparison between Specular and Diffuse Reflectors
Reflectors are characterized by two different surface charac-
teristics: specular and diffuse reflectance. The photometric analysis
of lunar-emplaced solar specular or diffuse reflecting beacons is dis-
cussed in Appendixes A and B, respectively. Table 4-II summarizes the
comparison of various optical and physical characteristics for specular
and diffuse reflectors.
The illuminance from a flat specular reflector is 4.65 x 104
times more intense than a diffuse flat of equivalent area and reflect-
ance when the phase, incident, and reflected angles are all zero degrees.
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Comparison
Characteristic
i. Basic Physical Law
2. Illuminance from
Flat Reflector_ F
3.
4.
5.
Intensity of signal
from spherical
reflector (colll-
mated incident
radiation)
Reflectance
Mirror Material
5.1 Thickness
5.2 Roughness
5.3 Strength
5.4 Weight of
Reflectance
Material
5.5 Application of
Reflectlve Mat'l.
5.6 Reflective
Material
inches
inches,
i-ms
psl
Ib/in. 2
5.7 Environmental
Resistance
Nomenclature
a = area, albedo
d = diameter
E _ illuminance
I = intensity
r = reflance
R = range
8 = phase angle
= angle of reflection
= angle of incidence
= solid angle
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TABI_ 4-II
CGMPAR!SON OF SPECULAR .AND DIFFUSE REFLECTORS
Specular Reflector
aDgle uf incidence _ =
angle of reflection%
asrbE s
E =-- cos_
R 2
s
Diffuse Reflector
= r_O COS_
Lamber ts Law
= adabZ--scos$ cos_
Ed R 2
/d 2\
-rb
rb; 0.80-0.93
2-4 x I0 -6 to
0.18 x I0 -3
1-2 x 10 -6
2-4 x 105 to
4x 104
_Ix i0 -6
/db2 \
= % k_-_J [sine+
(_-e)cose]E
s
ab; 0.70-0.90
0.5-2 x 10 -3
8-32 x 10 -6
0.5-I0 x 103
N I x 10 -4
vacuum coated -- foil
homogeneous layers of
metals or inorganic
dielectrics
not susceptible to
low energy uv, high
energy uv, or protons
spray-coated, fired, or
embossed loll
Heterogeneous or homo-
geneous no_metallic
pigments; organic
carriers or carriers
organic carriers darken
under vacuum uv
Subscripts
b = beacon
d = diffuse
s = specular, sun
21
Comments
i. Diffuse elemental area _i-
directional; specular ele-
mental area unidirectional
e
a r b cos-_
2. Es/gd = adab _s cos_ cos_
= 4.65 x 104 at a =ad;
r =ab; 0, _, and _ = 0 °
_o
3. _ = 2.67 lhs at 0 = u
Zbd=_sat e=±83 °
4. Specular reflectance generally
greater than diffuse reflectance
5.1 Specular thickness much
less than diffuse
5.2 Specular surface much
smoother
5.3 Specular layer strength
higher than diffuse
5.4 Diffuse layer much heavier
than specular and almost
equal to substrate weight
in many cases
5.5 Specular application
easier to control
5.7 Organic diffuse reflectors
highly susceptible to uv
However, for spherical reflectors the diffuse reflector has a reflect-
ance advantage for phase angles less than or equal to 183 Idegrees of
arc. The attractiveness of the diffuse sphere over this range of phase
angles has been a major factor in the design considerations for a lunar
landing aid to be emplaced by the Surveyor vehicle. However, the at-
tractiveness of a diffuse reflector decreases rapidly when one considers
the strength, weight, and environmental resistance penalties which must
be applied to diffuse surfaces. The weight of the diffuse layers is
almost equal to the substrate weight for balloon (or balloon-erected)
designs. Also, diffuse coatings have a specific strength almost an
order of magnitude less than specular reflecting layers. In addition,
diffuse coatings made with organic binders probably will exhibit much
greater losses in reflectance than specular metallic surfaces.
Only specular beacons have been studied in detail during this
program because:
i. A cislunar spherical diffuse beacon would weigh almost i0
times the cislunar design weight limit.
2. Diffuse beacons have been studied in depth by NASA as a lunar
landing aid to be emplaced by the Surveyor.
3. The illuminance from a small diffuse spherical segment is
much less than from a specular spherical segment of equal
area.
4.2 Beacon Photometry
The variables affecting beacon area, viewing time, observation
frequency, and field of view factors are listed in Table 4-111. These
factors will be discussed in the subsections below.
4.2.1 Beacon Area Analysis
Beacon area analyses for specular and diffuse reflec-
tors are listed in Appendixes A and B, respectively. Due to the weight
and area penalties for diffuse beacons, as discussed above, the Phase
I effort concentrated entirely on specular beacon design concepts.
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Table 4-1V summarizes the minimum beacon areas calcu-
lated for the earth and cislunar beacons. The minimum design areas
were calculated using correction multiplication factors for the Tiffany
data which represents contrasts for 50 percent probability of detection.
Recommended design areas for the beacons for zero-
degree phase angle detection are presented based on arbitrary safety
factors of 2 for the earth-photographed beacon, 7.2 for the earth-
visually-detected beacon (using i0- to 60-inch telescopes) and 1.0
cislunar photograph and visual beacons. Earth factors of safety will
increase by almost a factor of i0 as the phase angles approach 190 °.
Correspondingly, if the phase angles approach ±90 ° , the telescopic
seeing conditions could be poorer by a factor of _ i0, or the beacon
design areas could be decreased by a factor of i0 and still be detect-
able. Multiexposure and electronic image enhancement techniques are
available to improve the detection probabilities of photographic tech-
niques.
The beacon design areas cited above and in Table 4-1V
are much larger than earlier area calculations found in the literature.
Depending on the FS and contrast values used, the areas are equal to
or less than some related current beacon calculations. The variations
in the values cited herein and other past and current computed sizes
are due to such factors as:
i. Lunar background asst_nptions
2. Limitations of seeing conditions on resolution angle and
the choice of resolution angle for computational purposes
3. Telescope magnification factor and its interrelationship
with seeing conditions
4. Range
5. Telescope transmission
6. Atmospheric transmission
7. Choice of beacon reflectance
The effect of these is explained in Appendix A.
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Of the above seven variables, all but the range and
telescope transmission vary with time. The lunar background varies
cyclically; the beacon reflectance is a decaying function with time, and
the resolution angle, telescope magnification, and atmospheric trans-
mission are interrelated factors which vary statistically from hour to
hour and night to night in a general yearly cycle basis. Instead of
arbitrarily choosing a given value for each of these time-dependent
variables, a time function could be applied to the cyclical and decay-
ing functions and a probability function to the other variables. These
could all then be integrated to yield a time-dependent probability of
detection. Such an expression would be complex and expensive to de-
velop. However, the resultant calculations would give a more realistic
concept of beacon detectability than when using arbitrarily chosen
values such as have been listed in this report. Despite the arbitrary
choice of values, the beacon areas calculated herein appear conservative.
4.2.2 Beacon Area_ Viewing Time_ Observation Frequency,
and Field of View
The variables affecting beacon area, observation fre-
quency, and field of view are shown in Table 4-V. It is desirable to
obtain a maximum field of view for a given beacon area. Either a
sphere or hemisphere will give the desired large field of view. How-
ever, each of the structures is inefficient in its use of reflective
area. If one is willing to increase the orientation specifications
for a given beacon, the beacon field of view can be maintained while
decreasing beacon area up to a certain point.
The accuracy of the beacon surface will affect both
the beacon field of view and the required area to produce a given sig-
nal intensity. In many flat designs it may be more advantageous, from
a weight standpoint, to accept the optical sag due to gravitational
effects than to provide the rigidity necessary to minimize distortion.
Using a paraboloidal sag approximation where the sag, S = r2/2R, r is
the mirror radius and R the mirror radius of curvature; the edge slope
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correspondingly is dS/dr = r/R; therefore, the allowable mirror sag is
sr< _ )
For a maxim_ error in mirror flatness of ±1 minute of arc, then the
flatness toierance would be ±0.000147 inch/radial inch.
A rim error of 1 second in flatness would require an
area increase of 0.29 percent to insure the required beacon intensity•
Correspondingly, the area increase for any other rim angular error
would be
(_+_._1_I___
0.00928-"
where 8 is the edge error in radians.
Since a rim rigidized flat is attractive from a weight
standpoint, the tension, T, the film thickness, t, and lunar density,
0, the flat edge length, _, and the edge error, 8, are related by the
term
e = t__
2T
where T =Oy
t , where Oy = yield stress of the material•
From this, the yield stress required to keep a 3-
square-foot earth beacon optical flat accurate to within ±i second of
arc would be 115,000 pounds, which can be attained by controlled
electroforming.
4.3 Reflector Orientation Studies
4.3.1 Purpose of Study
The purpose of the reflector orientation study is
sevenfold:
i. Determine the orientation angles (Yo' _o ) of the reflector,
relative to the moon's surface, which enable the reflected
light to strike a given point on the earth's surface at a
specified time.
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2. Determine the path [9(tt), _(tt) ] of the reflected light
....... __ ^_-_,_ ....c.^^ f_r a given v_i °-_°_n_,_._ _......vh_
mirror.
3. Determine if the reflected light from the fixed mirror
intercepts the earth in succeeding months.
4. Determine the times (tmi) that an observer on earth enters
and leaves the cone of reflected light, or merely enters or
leaves the light.
5. Develop a method (i.e., mechanical device) for orienting
the reflector on the moon's surface.
6. Determine the perturbed path of the reflected light on the
earth's surface due to errors in the orientation of the
reflector by the astronaut.
7. Determine the orientation of the mirror which allows the
reflected light to intercept the Apollo vehicle orbiting
the moon.
l
I
I
I
il
II
I
l
4.3.2 Completed Tasks
Item i
The computation of the reflector orientation angles
Yo' _o requires the use of Programs I and II (refer to "Schematic of
Computer Program," Fig. 4-1) plus the values of i(t), A(t), _t(t)
(orientation angles of moon relative to earth), and Xem, Yem' Zem;
X se' Yse Zse (position coordinates of moon relative to earth, and
earth relative to sun) at one or one-half day intervals. The latter
six coordinates will eventually be obtained from the JPL ephemeris
tapes. For the purpose of early machine computation, these six coor-
dinates have been obtained (at one-day intervals) from the 1962 edition
of the American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac. Programs I and II,
along with i(t), A(t), _t(t), have been programmed on the EOS IBM 1620
digital computer (refer to Appendix C) and values of Yo _o have been
obtained. The results of a sample calculation are shown on pages 15
and 17 of the September monthly report.
!|
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JPL has promised to provide EOS with the earth's and
_' _ and _s' , _ov ..... e-_ _sun's seienographic coordinates e' e
one-day intervals for the years 1965-1980. If we make use of their
results, then that part of Program I which calculates these coordinates
can be eliminated.
Item 2
The computation of the path _(tt), _(t t) ( = longitude
and latitude, respectively, of the axis of the reflected light cone)
of the reflected light across the earth's surface requires the use of
Programs I and III, and the values Yo' ao. Program III (refer to
Appendix C) has been put on the digital computer and values of @(tt),
_(t t) have been obtained. The results of a sample calculation are
shown on page 17 of the September monthly report.
Item 3
In order to learn if the reflected light from the
fixed (i.e., Yo' ao are fixed) mirror intercepts the earth in succeed-
ing months, the computation of _, _ would have to be initiated each
month, at a time when the relative positions of the earth, moon, and
sun would seem favorable for such an interception. The computation
would continue until the reflected light no longer shone on the earth,
or until it was clear that this light would not intercept the earth.
Figure 4-2 graphs the paths resulting from various orientation angle
errors.
Item4
The computation of the entrance and exit times t .
ml
(m identifies the observation station; i = i signifies entrance, i = 2
signifies exit) of an earth-bound observation station into and out of
the reflected light cone, requires the use of Programs I and VII, the
values of _(t t) _(t t) and the coordinates of the station(s) %,
' ' m"
Program VII was put on the digital computer and an initial attempt to
generate the t . was unsuccessful, due to the use of cOSHl, instead ofml
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REFLECTOR ORIENTATION FOR PERTURBED PATH:
FIG. 4-2
PATH ATo
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2 +0 ° . 10 0
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REFLECTOR ORIENTATION FOR PERTURBED PATH: Yo + AYo
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sinH 1 (refer to Appendix C). The desired Program VII is given in the
appendix, but it has not yet been programmed on the digital computer.
Item 5
According to the scheme devised by B. E. Kalensher
for orienting the reflector on the moon's surface (refer to pages 14
through 15 and pages 20 through 23 of the September and October
monthly reports, respectively), a knowledge of the four angles @, 6,
_, _ is required. The computation of _, _ requires the use of Programs
I and IV and the values of ¥o' _o' e, Cp (e, _0 = longitude and latitude,
respectively, of reflector on moon), and the computation of _, _ re-
quires Program IV(A) and the values of @, 6. Program IV (refer to
Appendix C) has been put on the digital computer and values of _,
have been obtained. The results of a sample calculation are given
on page 15 of the September monthly report. Program IV(A) is given
in the appendix, but it is not yet progran_ned on the digital computer.
Item 6
The perturbed path, e(t t) + _, _(t t) + A_, of the
reflected light on the earth's surface can easily be determined by
introducing perturbed values ¥o + _Yo' Go + AGo into Program III.
Since the reflected light will move a distance of approximately 7200
n.mi. across the earth's disc per degree change in ¥o or Go, we see
that A¥ ° and Aa ° must be less than 3440/7200 deg = 0.48 degrees. A
calculation of the perturbed path has not yet been made.
Item 7
The computation of the mirror orientation angles y,
which enable the reflected light to intercept the module orbiting
the moon, requires the use of Programs I and VI and the position
coordinates of the module, xt(t), yt(t), zt(t), measured in the orthog-
! t t
onal coordinate system x , y , z fixed in the moon. The computation
of the angle, M, between the reflected ray and the radius vector from
the reflector to the module requires the use of Programs I and V and
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the instantaneous orientation angles, ¥ , _ Programs V and VI
(refer to Appendix C) have been programmed on the digital computer,
but values of ¥, _, M have not yet been computed•
4.4 Beacon Recommendations
4.4.1 Materials
Beacon materials can be chosen from a wide range of
ceramics, metals, an d plastics. However, the environmental and design
constraints limit the logical material choices to plastics, metals,
and metal-plastic composite structures• Due to the severe design
weight constraints, and therefore the necessity for lightweight beacon
designs, the materials chosen should have high specific strength and
specific rigidity in the thin foil thicknesses and lightweight sections.
Table 4-VI summarizes many of the materials which can be chosen for
beacon construction•
Of the plastic materials, DuPont's Kapton type H film
has superior temperature and structural properties. Of the metal foils,
aluminum is the most desirable. However, electroformed nickel can
achieve slightly higher specularity and will resist micrometeoroid
attack better than aluminum.
Micrometeoroid mirror attack has been correlated with
the density of the mirror material, the specific heat of the mirror
material, the temperature difference between the mirror melting point
and ambient mirror temperature, and the latent heat of fusion of the
mirror material. These physio-thermal properties favor a nickel
reflector surface for minimum micrometeorite damage• However, alumi-
num reflector surfaces will yield greater net reflective area per unit
weight even after micrometeorite damage•
4.4.2 Power Systems_ Drives_ and Seals
Any motion imparted to the beacon will have to be
initiated by energy, either external or internal to the beacon system•
Various sources of power are given in Table 4-VII along with ratings
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Generating Source
SOLAR RADIATION
SOLAR RADIATION
SOLAR RADIATION
SOLAR RADIATION
SOLAR RADIATION
Power Generation
Sys tern
Solar Cells
Thermionic Converter
Thermal Expansion
Drive
Bimetallic Drive
Solar Pressure
CHEMICAL REACTION Battery
CHEMICAL REACTION
NUCLEAR RADIATION
ASTRONAUT
I = Highest Rating
Hydrogen-Oxygen
Fuel Cell
Radioisotope
Thermoelectric
Generator
Spring or Weight
System
TABLE 4-VII
COMPARISON OF POWER GENERATING SYSTEMS
Power Output
Electrical
Advantages
Lightweight, compact, no
moving parts.
Prior experience with
solar cells.
Capable of large power
output, high power-to-
weight ratio.
Simple construction,
lightweight, large forces
can be produced but out-
put movement is small.
Not degraded by environ-
ment.
Simple construction,
light-weight, can be used
for limited motion, low
force applications.
Prior experience with
bimetals. Not degraded
by environment.
Utilizes environment
Self-contained power
source. Space experience.
Electrical
Mechanical
Mechanical
Mechanical
Electrical
Electrical
Electrical
Mechanical
Self-contained unit,
three or four times the
output per pound as com-
pared to a battery.
Self-contained, extremely
long life (many years).
Output independent of
environment. Fairly com-
pact (approx. size = 4" x
4" x 4"). Larger units
have been successfully
tested in space.
Astronaut can either wind
a spring or use lunar
objects to drive pendulum
system.
Relative
Disadvantages RatinK__
Solar cells are degraded 1
due to solar radiation,
meteorites, dust, etc.
Power output is not con-
stant, depends on sun-
cell orientation and
temperature of cells.
Solar cell efficiency
reduced about 60% on the
moon
State of the art not 5
sufficiently developed
yet. Requires contin-
uous, accurate align-
ment of solar concen-
trator with respect to
converter.
Limited motion, must 3
radiate heat away
before output cycle can
be repeated, long cycle
time.
Limited motion, low force 4
output, must radiate heat
away before output cycle
can be repeated.
Forces produced are too 9
small (solar pressure =
1.3 x 10 -9 psi), neces-
sitating extremely large
reaction areas to obtain
usable output force.
Limited operational life. 8
May need further devel-
opment to meet temper-
ature and vacuum environ-
ment. Excessive weight
for required life.
Requires fuel supply, 7
plumbing, etc. Exces-
sive weight for required
life.
Cost of plutonium fuel 2
element is high. Weight
is about 2 to 4 pounds.
Decaying force output; 6
limited storage life;
storable energy limited
by spring weight or
structural strength to
bear pendulum weight.
I
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for each system. Despite the complexities of a photovoltaic system,
the successes of photovoltaic power systems in space still rate this
as the leading space power system today. Though photovoltaic systems
have been described for many dynamic beacon concepts, thermal-mechanical
drives can be readily substituted for the photovoltaic system in some
design concepts.
Table 4-VIII describes various drives that can be used
with dynamic beacons. Though the ac motor drive is listed with the
highest rating, recent developments with brushless sealed dc motors
indicate that a dc drive is almost as reliable as an ac drive. Figures
4-3 and 4-4 show various proven methods for sealing bearings from the
high-vacuum environment including the harmonic drive, labyrinth seal,
and hermetically sealed bellows approaches. Sealing bearings by any
of these methods should present no design or reliability problems.
4.4.3 Reliability
The reliability of the lunar-emplaced solar reflecting
beacon will depend upon the following factors:
I. Erectability
2. Orientation
3. Durability in the lunar environment
4. LEM ascent dust protection
4.4.3.1 Erectability
Beacon erectability is primarily dependent
upon the mobility of the space-suited astronaut. Stooping and bending
movements will be difficult because these operations reduce the volume
of the pressure suit. These movements will require a definite exertion
to counteract the changes in the pressure suit, particularly since the
low lunar gravity reduces the effective weight of the astronaut in the
bending process. The manual dexterity of the suited astronaut will be
equivalent to when one wears heavy mittens over rubber gloves. Though
the space suit gloves are designed to curve naturally, gripping small-
diameter objects for extended periods will require effort, since the
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pressure within the suit tends to restore the fingers to the normal
position. The reduced sensitivity of the gloved fingers will present
problems in handling fragile thin foils or beacon sections. It will
be difficult to lift the arms higher than the head or to hold any
object in front of the helmet face plate.
Erectability is also dependent upon the number of
component assemblies required for the final beacon assembly. Each
assembly operation will require additional time which will vary with
the movements and forces required. High assembly forces may tax the
astronaut and increase the total assembly time. Orientation require-
ments to maximize beacon effectiveness also affect erectability.
Erectability relates to reliability in that a beacon
which can be readily assembled within the schedule without difficulty
will have a high probability of success, and therefore reliability.
Those beacons which are difficult to erect may be left unassembled
if the astronaut encounters difficulties, thus reducing the relia-
bility of the beacon concept.
4.4.3.2 Orientation
Primary consideration in the orientation of
the solar beacons is the accuracy of the alignment sighting and adjust-
ments. The sighting accuracy depends upon the instrument accuracy,
the astronaut's precision, and the coupling between the alignment
instrument and the beacon structure. The alignment instrument accu-
racy is dependent upon its optical and mechanical design. The preci-
sion with which the astronaut takes the alignment sightings will
depend upon the astronaut's training, the relationship between the
helmet face plate and the alignment instrument, the dexterity required
for instrument alignment and manipulation, and the coupling of the
alignment instrument upon the beacon. If the beacon does not have
sufficient rigidity to withstand the vibration and shocks attendant
with the attachment and detachment of the alignment instrument from
6976-Final 40
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the beacon, the alignment and adjustment of the.beacon orientation
may be adversely affected. Beacon orientation will also be dependent
upon the number and accuracy of the beacon adjustments.
The load-bearing strength of the lunar sur-
face may be insufficient to hold the aligned beacon within the orien-
tation accuracy tolerances even after using large pads to reduce the
penetration within the lunar surface. The present penetration predic-
tions should be verified as soon as possible to increase the reliability
of the beacon design and orientation.
If the orientation problem isdifficult, time-
consuming, and inaccurate, the reliability of the beacon will be
adversely affected.
4.4.3.3 Durability in the Lunar Environment
Table 4-1X summarizes characteristics of the
lunar environment. The major potential problem areas in the lunar
environment are the lunar and beacon surface temperatures, the mete-
oroid and micrometeoroid impact, ultraviolet and x-ray radiation, the
nozzle dust from the LEM ascent, and the lunar surface bearing strength,
as discussed above.
The lunar temperature range will not adversely
affect the structurai materials proposed for the various beacon concepts.
However, the temperature extremes will affect electronic components and
storage batteries. High lunar temperatures will reduce the efficiency
of photovoltaic cells as much as 60 percent and may affect electronic
components such as photomultiplier tubes. Specific regulation of the
thermal characteristics of the components or component packaging will
be necessary to maintain operating temperatures within desired limits.
Micrometeoroid impact is still being studied
in space probes and ground experiments. Such a wide variation in
empirical and analytical reflectance degradation tests exists, that
the estimation of degradation characteristics of any reflective surfaces
6976-Final 41
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is difficult to predict. Prediction of the durability of inflated
balloons and toruses and thin-shell, self-rigidized structures is also
difficult. Based on earlier analytical and empirical investigations
at EOS, it appears that a reflectance loss of as much as 50 percent
per year should be a conservative figure. The uncertainty in this
figure accounts for the large beacon area factor of safety.
High-energy ultraviolet and proton radia-
tion will also reduce the surface reflectance. A present ground
experiment funded by NASA/Langley is investigating this phenomenon
for electroformed nickel and vacuum overcoated plastic-coated alumi-
num panels.
4.4.3.4 LEM Ascent Dust Protection
Methods of protecting the beacon reflective
surfaces from the dust created by the LEM ascent include:
i. Reflector Orientation. If the reflector is oriented such
that the reflective surface does not see the LEM vehicle,
then the reflective surface will not receive direct impinge-
ment of dust particles other than those whose trajectory
lobs the particle onto the reflective surface. If the bea-
con is oriented upside down during the LEM ascent, then no
particles will directly strike the reflective surface. How-
ever, this upside-down orientation is not practical for all
beacon concepts.
2. Coated Reflector. The reflector surface can be overcoated
with a subliming material which will boil off or evaporate
under the effects of ultraviolet and solar madiation. This
coating will reduce the degradation caused by direct dust
impact and can serve as a gas bearing for the removal of
dust particles on surfaces which oscillate or are steeply
inclined. Such a coating may have little or no value in
the removal of dust from surfaces which are horizontal.
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3. Shields. Smaller beacons can utilize a plastic or foil
shield placed on the blast-off side of the reflector which
can be swung out of the way after the LEH vehicle has de-
parted. Such a shield could consist of a lean-to foil or
plastic sheet which utilizes a camphor plug, mousetrap-type
mechanism as a timing and removal device. The camphor plug
will eventually evaporate. When evaporated, it will activate
the release mechanism.
4. Physical Location. Depending on the mobility of the astro-
naut, it may be possible to carry the beacon package to a
site away from the immediate vicinity of the LEM vehicle.
This preferred site would also improve beacon reliability.
4.4.4 Recommended Beacon Concepts
A wide variety of beacon concepts were studied in
Phase I resulting in a limited investigation of the problem areas of
each beacon type. The conclusions derived from these conceptual
studies were overly optimistic and minimized the difficulties in
meeting the weight and packaging specifications. Phase II design
studies pointed out these difficulties. A 33 ft 2 flat reflector
tracking earth beacon and a dynamic cislunar beacon with a virtual
image of 0.01 ft 2 were recommended. See the Phase I summary report
for additional details. Since the weight, and packaging and hardware
problem areas were not realized or emphasized at the Phase I presenta-
tion, and since a relatively continuous signal is very desirable for
detection, MSC concurred with the earth tracking beacon recommendation.
About this time NASA decided that the Surveyor did not have sufficient
payload to carry a self-inflating spherical beacon to be used as a
lunar landing aid. This gave greater emphasis to the cislunar beacon
designed for this program for its use as a lunar landing aid.
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4.5 Beacon Designs
Revised cislunar beacon specifications were submitted to
EOS by MSC to start the Phase II design effort. These included:
Range: 20 nautical miles (later revised to I0)
Altitude: Reference "Final Phase LEM Landing
Trajectories"
Maximum Packaging Dimensions: Reference "LEM Descent Stage Scientific
Equipment Containers Storage", Ref.
LID-360-22810
LEM Elevation Angles: 5 to 45 °
LEM Horizontal Angle: ±i0 °
Solar Elevation: 7 to 45 °
Erection Time: i0 minutes
Note that the maximum packaging dimensions and erection time apply also
to the earth tracking beacon.
4.5. i Cislunar Beacon
The revised cislunar beacon specifications reduced the
required field of view to a solid angle 20 ° in horizon by 40 ° in eleva-
tion. Therefore, allowing for a maximum selenographic solar latitude
change of ±2 ° , the beacon need only subtend a total angle of 14 ° by
39 ° in elevation. By revising the visual range requirements from 20
nautical miles to I0 nautical miles, a practical beacon weight of 5
pounds can be achieved. Two designs are proposed for the cislunar
beacon, both of which have different advantages relative to the relia-
bility and erectability.
The cislunar beacon designs are shown in Figs. 4-5,
4-6, 4-7, and 4-8.
4.5.1.1 All Metal Cislunar Reflectin_ Assembly
Figure 4-5 is a complete assembly of the
metal mosaic reflector utilizing vacuum overcoated electroformed nickel
spherical segments rigidized by the rims of the reflector. This design
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achieves the desired packaging specification but exceeds the weight
limitation by 0.5 or i0 percent. The beacon consists of Ii separate
assemblies plus clips:
I. Six electroformed nickel spherical reflectors overcoated
with a silicon monoxide protective layer and an aluminum
reflective layer.
2. Onecompoundcurvature electroformed nickel reflector over-
coated with a silicon monoxide protective coating and an
aluminumreflective coating
3. Onetripod assembly
4. Three interlocking channel frames
5. Six rear mounting mirror clips
6. Three spring clips
The techniques of electroforming these
reflectors and the subsequent vacuumovercoating steps are detailed
in Appendix D. If the state of the art of aluminum electroforming
advances, aluminumelectroformed reflector panels could becomemore
rigid for the sameweight than the nickel panels whose rigidity to
weight ratio is about 0.I that of aluminum. The major disadvantages
of this design are (I) the number of clips and reflectors which must
be separately assembled, and (2) the possibility of reflector damage
during assembly due to the thinness of the segments and the limited
dexterity of the astronauts when using space suits. Optical accuracy
maybe a function of the reflector thickness and assembly character-
istics also. The full extent of these possible disadvantages could
be readily determined during prototype construction and assembly tests.
The all metal reflector design exhibits excellent environmental re-
sistance. Doubling the reflector weight, by adding 1.5 pounds, would
rigidize the panels sufficiently to eliminate the assembly problems.
The philosophy and calculations upon which
the mirror dimensions are based are given in Appendix E. Erection
instructions are given in Fig. 4-8. The elevation angle adjustment is
6976-Final 52
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accomplished by leveling a bubble level preset for the landing site
location and local vertical anomalies. The alignment of the rear leg
with the plumb bob establishes the proper azimuthal angle by lining
up the tripod head within the desired east-west direction. A more
precise sight such as a two-post sight, which would yield more accurate
azimuthal orientation, may be required.
To minimize the effects of lunar dust impinge-
ment, the reflector should be mounted eastward of the LEM vehicle so
that any particles produced during LEM ascent will strike the rear
surface or will lob onto the reflector surface at a glancing incident
angle as the particles descend. Even descending particles will have
an eastward horizontal velocity component; therefore there should be
no problem of falling dust. Also, those particles which would tend
to fall on the reflective surfaces would, if the reflector surfaces
are clean, probably ricochet off to the ground.
4.5.1.2 Inflatable Cislunar Beacon
Figure 4-7, the cislunar reflector specifi-
cation control drawing, lists the basic reflector configuration sub-
mitted to G. T. Schjeldahl for quotation. The 14° reference horizontal
angle and the 39 ° elevation angular subtend satisfied the desired field
of view requirements of 20° x 40° when one considers the selenographic
longitudinal and latitudinal coordinants of the sun and the azimuth and
elevation position of the LEM vehicle during the projected landing
phases. The inflatable cislunar reflecting beacon assembly alternate,
Fig. 4-6, exceeds the dimensions of the cislunar reflector specifica-
tion control drawing, Fig. 4-7, because the rims of the inflatable
reflector do not reflect entirely to the desired field of view. While
inflation is initially required, once inflated the reflector is self-
rigidized in the lunar environment. Similar structures have already
been space tested. The weight and packaging details listed for this
configuration are believed to be quite conservative compared with
6976-Final
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Fig. 4-5, the all-metal cislunar reflecting beacon lunar assembly.
The inflatable reflector material would be aluminum foil and Mylar
with either an aluminized coating only or a vacuum deposited thermal
control coating over the aluminum coating. Alternatively, the high
temperature H film material might be used.
4.5.2 Earth Trackin$ Beacon
The earth tracking beacon is a sophisticated instru-
ment composed of four major subassemblies:
Assembly
Tripod Assembly
Mechanism Assembly
Solar Panel Assembly
Reflector Panels and Frame Assembly
Figure
4-9
4-10
4-11 and 4-12
4-13
These are shown combined in Fig. 4-14, Tracking Beacon Assembly.
The beacon assembly, combined with foam packing and simple banding,
since the storage space serves as the packing liner, weighs 42 pounds,
over twice the design weight. The packaging volume of over 7 cubic
feet, including the cislunar beacon, exceeds the design specification
by a factor of 7. The low bulk density of 6 pounds per cubic foot is
primarily due to the bulky, lightweight subassemblies. Bulkiness has
resulted from efforts to minimize the erection time.
4.5.2.1 Tripod Assembly, Fig. 4-9
The tripod shown is an adaptation of a Linhof
tripod made of anodized aluminum. It has high specific rigidity and
would be readily assembled on the moon using the modified latch-arm
leg-locking devices. Other modifications include the pointed, disc
tripod leg pads which are presently designed to accommodate a porous
lunar surface. However, if subsequent lunar data indicate that the
surface is relatively rocky, the disc area would not be necessary to
support the tracking beacon assembly. Without any structural modifi-
cations, lightening ribs, or holes, this tripod weighs 4 1/2 pounds
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and represents a stowed packaging volume of 1/2 cubic foot. The
height requirement is dictated by the reflector panels' clearance
necessary when the reflectors are positioned to a _45 ° angle at lunar
dusk and dawn respectively. Tradeoffs between the lengths of the
tripod legs and the telescoping column can be made to permit a lower
working level than 56 inches during beacon assembly operations. This
would require a tripod column of more than one section which could be
conveniently raised after beacon assembly.
Additional efforts which should be included
on future prototype development and hardware programs include the
study of:
I.
2.
Weight versus rigidity requirements
Tripod tips necessary, based on updated lunar surface
conditions
3. Tradeoff between column height and leg height
4. Investigation of erection details in a simulated lunar
environment.
The built-in bubble level could be redesigned for greater accuracy to
permit presetting to the local gravitational conditions predicted for
the landing, and provides a convenient method to assure a proper
elevation angle at the landing site.
4.5.2.2 Tracking Beacon Mechanism Assembly, Fig. 4-10
This drawing represents the most sophisti-
cated elements required for the earth tracking beacon. It also repre-
sents the design areas which require the most work, including:
I. The sun and earth sensor assembly (items 44, 45, and 46 on
the figure)
2. Drive mechanism
a. Four gear motors (items 43 and 47)
b. The recycle mechanism (items 36 and 37)
c. The external axes gear drives (items 32, 33, and 34)
3. The sun-earth sensor logic near 0 ° phase angle positions
697 6-Final 65
These items are detailed below:
I. Sun and Earth Sensors. Presently there are no sun and earth
sensors designed specifically for operation on the lunar
surface. Consultation with JPL Guidance and Control Section
engineers indicates that there was no simple solution to
off-the-shelf tracking instruments and that, while designs
are presently being revised, the state of the art sensors
have been relatively more bulky than desired for this pro-
gram. In addition, several reports relative to tracking
sensors were classified confidential. Due to the timing and
lack of clearance, these were not available for close scrutiny
during this design program• Therefore, the sensor packaging
outlined represents the latest packaging configurations now
being considered by JPL, but does not specifically relate to
any proven design.
Photovoltaic cells are currently favored as detectors in
place of the photoconductive cells suggested by JPL, due to
temperature problems. Actual design of the sensor presents
difficulties due to the fact that during part of the lunar
day the earth sensors will tend to lock on the sun in pref-
erence to the earth, being attracted to the higher light
intensity. This presents a difficult logic problem for the
electronics unless the earth sensors can be made inoperable
during this period and the beacon allowed to remain fixed.
Tracking would be achieved using three photovoltaic cells
for the sun and three for the earth's fixed arc through
space with the others providing elevation control. Consid-
eration should be given for the presentation of a program to
develop a realistic sun/earth tracking system capable of
operation in a lunar environment.
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Drive System. Having produced error sig_m!s, the drive
system consists of photovoltaic panels, inverters, and
geared, two-phase induction motor drives. The bearing and
gear design has also received considerable attention. After
discussions with JPL, Shell Research, Parker Seal Company,
Gaylord Rieves Company, Sperry Farragut Company, Ardel, Inc.,
and EOS technical staff, the most practical solution is to
put the drive motors and gear boxes in a one-atmosphere
pressure container using either nitrogen, hydrogen, or
helium, and using MoS 2 dry lubricants on ball bearings and
gears with Teflon seals acting as a barrier between the one
atmosphere and I0-i0 mm Hg lunar pressure; particular ref-
erence should be applied to Bal Seal Engineering products.
These seals consist of Teflon rings surrounding a helical
spring and are suitable from -400°F to +250°F and changing
from an unfilled Teflon to a glass modified type, the upper
temperature can be raised to +300°F. These seals appear to
be equally effective in static and dynamic conditions but
some redundancy is required to maintain leak rates of i x
10 -6 cc/sec provided that surface finishes between 4 and 8
rms are maintained dependent upon the gas used. Surfaces
finished to Rockwell 50C or chrome-plated surfaces are com-
patible with Teflon materials to maintain the proposed leak
rate.
Inverters can be bought or made giving square wave outputs
as high as i00 kc and the suggested frequency for driving
the sensor circuit could be 2400 Hz with six stages of
binary dividers producing 75 Hz for the motor drives. At
this frequency, a two-pole servo-type motor would run at
4280 rpm thus reducing to a minimum the cycles for the ball
bearings being used. Motors will be Gaylord Rieves size I0,
67
having cast aluminumrotors and SIG-14 sealed inverters.
During discussions relating to the drive motors, the antic-
ipated power levels of the motors running and stalled were
defined as 2 watts and 4 watts, respectively, at 28 volts;
the inverter loss at stalled condition being 3 to 3 1/4
watts, that is, 83 percent efficiency. The total estimated
power load is 19.7 watts.
Torque and speed data are given in Table 4-X; a flexural
point selection summaryis given in Table 4-XI.
Temperature extremes restrict component
selection and the most suitable light sensitive device is a p-n struc-
ture photovoltaic cell. To achieve an output, a light sensing element
requires a finite area, and this makesaccuracy in positioning diffi-
cult without provision for additional aperture control--the aperture
control plate is mounted on top of the earth sensor (item 45 of Fig.
4-10).
The reflector on the lunar beacon must be
positioned so that the correct relationship between the sun and the
earth is maintained. Continual adjustment of the reflector is required;
therefore, a system for sensing sun and earth positions and providing
command control signals is necessary. The system devised must be
capable of operation for at least a year and requires a minimum of
input power. In addition, extreme conditions of temperature can be
expected. The following paragraphs describe a system which will ade-
quately supply the required control signals in expected operational
environment:
I. The sun acquisition longitudinal control system commands the
system to move in the direction of sun travel during the
lunar day and keeps the system rotated slightly ahead of the
sun. The system for accomplishing this is illustrated in
the block diagram in Fig. 4-15 and the schematic diagram in
6976-Final 68
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Fig. 4-16. The sensor, which is a photovoltaic device,
provides an output when exposed to light. This output is
applied to the control winding of a magnetic amplifier.
The magnetic amplifier provides the power gain necessary to
operate the relay which applies operating power to the drive
motor. As the reflector rotational velocity will be higher
than the rotational speed of the sun, the system will main-
tain a position just slightly ahead of the sun by starting and
stopping the drive motor as required to sustain that position.
The lateral control system and earth positioning control sys-
tem, as the names imply, control the reflector lateral posi-
tion relative to the sun and the reflector position relative
to the earth. The earth positioning control system and the
lateral control system use the same type circuitry. There-
fore, the system illustrated in the block diagram (Fig. 4-17)
and the schematic (Fig. 4-18) will accomplish either task.
There are two photovoltaic sensors in this system. The out-
puts from these sensors are used as control signals for two
magnetic amplifiers, the outputs of which are in opposition.
These outputs are summed and the magnitude of the resultant
signal is proportional to the amount of light-flux impinging
upon the light sensors. This resultant signal has been power
amplified by means of the magnetic amplifiers and sufficient
current and voltage are available to energize a latching
relay in either position, depending upon the sun-earth posi-
tion relative to the sensors. The relay in one position
applies the motor control voltage leading the phase of the
voltage causing the drive motor to rotate in one direction.
When the relay is switched to its opposite position, the
motor control voltage is applied, lagging the phase of the
power voltage causing the drive motor to reverse direction.
Thus, the angular displacement of the sun and the earth
relative to the reflector can be controlled.
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There are some distinct advantages to the illustrated and
described use of magnetic amplifiers, such as long life, high
power gain, high ___.._.._j_ff_,,,=_r,,_ry............._n_ h_gh reliability,
all of which are highly desirable factors, especially in this
application.
The drive motors are two phase, with the optical sensors con-
trolling one winding for planet acquisition, during a lunar
day, from either stop, start or forward and reverse commmnds;
the other winding providing the drive power to maintain speed
in a given direction.
Return of the beacon from a sunset to sunrise position is accom-
plished by reversing power to the drive winding through cam
actuated limit switches set at the extremities of the sun-earth
acquisition latitudes, during the last 24 hours of a lunar day
as shown in Fig. 4-19 (lunar dawn to dusk). The probability of
requiring additional control on two axes becomes important.
However, difficulty arises in the selection of a suitable
approach. One arrangement could be to use a punched optical
tape reader command generator to program the motor drives dur-
ing operation. Such a system maintains correct correlation
between the beacon and earth. Another solution is to maintain
a given performance continuously through the lunar night, which
presents an associated battery problem.
Another possible alternative is to use oriented solar sensors
as time switches to drive the axes toward the dawn starting
position. The angular loci of the dawn and dusk positions are
two sine waves having periods of about 12 to 14 months. The
loci of the earth at all times is an amplitude modulated sine
wave with a period of about one lunar month. At a first approx-
imation the difference between the absolute values of the dusk
and dawn positions is almost 0. Therefore, if the drives are
programmed to go forward (in the direction they are proceeding
when the time sensor is activated) to a limit switch, then
backward for a total fixed time (i.e., absolute angular change),
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the axes will be closely aligned in the dawn start position.
Alternatively, one can use a large sensor field of view
with the attendant problems of a long sun lock-on time near
full moon.
Currently, there is no simple solution to this problem,
therefore, it could be the basis for future analysis and
design studies.
The external gear drives and bearings utilize stainless
steel with a molybdenum disulfide, MoS2, filled nylon or
nylon and glass composite. Other potential materials
utilize a silver-mercury, tungsten-disulfide, and Teflon
dry lubrication.
3. Sun lock-on by the earth sensor can be eliminated by pro-
viding another filtered sensor which is sensitive only to
direct solar radiation. When activated, this sensor could
switch off a relay to the earth drive axes and therefore
prevent permanent lock-on to the sun. The period of inop-
eration would be more than (100/180 °) (@) percent of the
lunar day, where @ is the field of view of the earth sensors.
Additional time would then be required to retrack the earth
after the sun passes from the earth sensor field of view.
The lost time would run between i and 3 days, but this
period would correspond to the period of the lowest proba-
bility of detection, i.e., at full moon.
4.5.2.3 Solar Panel Assemblies_ Fi_s. 4-11 and 4-12
The solar panel assembly drawings shown are
hinged in I and 3 places respectively. The included angle between
panels was arbitrarily set at 90° with the panel slope measured at 45 °
from ground level. Depending upon the thermal characteristics of the
solar panel and the total tested power requirements of the beacon,
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other slope and included angles maybe more efficient. The panel
construction and solar cell string design depicted represent the
latest state-of-the-art hardware designs available based on EOSwork
for the Ranger, Mariner, and Voyager programs. The panel size was
determined from the following power requirements:
where
W
F
W
Number of cells:
W
N =
Fw
19.7
0.5 x 0.0546
N = 720 cells _ 20 x 25 inch panel
= power required
= temperature degradation factor
= wattage 2 x 2 cm cell
A typical array consists of 0.003 inch
filter glass, 0.012 inch, 2 x 2 cm NP type solar cells, 0.001/0.003
inch tinned copper connecting strips, and 0.001/0.005 inch DuPont H
film insulation cemented on the substrate which is supported by a
frame.
The temperature power degradation factor
used in the calculation applies to a solar panel during full moon
conditions. At the lunar dawn, the power output would be over twice
the level indicated. Conversely, at the lunar dusk the power output
should increase. However, the net power increase will be less than
the comparative dawn to noonday decrease because the panel temperature
will not decrease rapidly. The solar panel will be mounted outboard
of the south reflector arm as shown in Fig. 4-14.
4.5.2.4 Tracking Beacon, Reflector Panels_ and Frame
Fig. 4-13
The reflector panel and frame design is
dictated by:
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i. A requirement for 9o_ ft 2 of flat .......
_e_lec _or area
2. The maximum storage dimensions
3. The desirability of hinging as many compon_ts as possible
to minimize the total subassemblies and permit easier fabri-
cation
4. The working room necessary to erect the beacon.
....... j, the reflectv_ panels represent
a plus sign. The reflector surface is produced by electroforming and
is rigidized by an angle rim frame. The electroforming process
utilized with this and the cislunar beacon metal spherical segments
is detailed in Appendix D. Two alternative locations are shown for
the reflector skin with respect to the angle support. Alternate 2
presents the least difficulties due to scratching during assembly or
packing. However, probably alternate i is easier to fabricate and
would present fewer thermal expansion difficulties. If any alterna-
tive reflector materials were considered, alternate i would probably
be the method of attachment. In any case, the combination of rim
and reflector materials and their thermal control overcoatings must
result in stretching of the reflector membrane during the lunar day.
Previous experience with circular rim-
supported membrane reflectors indicates that there are no major
structural or optical difficulties in producing a circular stretched
reflector. However, a rectangular stretched mirror may present some
structural problems due to the nonuniformity of stress in the stretched
condition.
Potential stress problems during the stretched
mode can be reduced or eliminated by:
i. Using rim materials whose thermal expansion closely matches
the reflector membrane thermal expansion
2. Increasing the moment of inertia of the rim
3. Decreasing the membrane thickness
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4. Applying the thermal control coatings to minimize the
stretching stress
5. Varying the moment of inertia of the rim to correlate with
the stress
More detailed analytical or empirical analysis is required. With
either reflector alternate the highly reflective surface will termi-
nate at the edge of the rim due to electroforming process. However,
if the rim is polished prior to electroforming, the net reflectance
loss of the rim surface, after a 0.001 inch thick electroformed coat-
ing is applied, should be only between 30 to 40 percent so that some
advantage is realized from the reflector rim area. The standard
reflectance coatings applied will be an aluminum vacuum deposited
metal coating followed by a silicon monoxide overcoating, which will
provide both abrasion and thermal control protection. The exact
thickness of the silicon monoxide should be specified after solar-
simulation investigations of the stretched membrane design. Normally
the thickness will be governed by the maximum reflectance attainable
over the integrated solar spectrum and by the ratio of the 5/¢ which
results from the specific silicon monoxide overcoating thickness. Two
minor optical questions are raised by this design:
i. The degree of flatness alignment actually attainable by the
frame and membrane reflector design
2. The reflector distortion due to rim deflection by the level
adjustment screws
These questions should be answered by additional investigations on
subsequent programs.
4.5.2.5 Tracking Beacon Erection Procedure, FiE. 4-19
The tracking beacon erection procedures are
straightforward. However, extensive training may be required to erect
the components in i0 minutes because of the many hinge and pin joints,
the electrical connections, and the optical alignment required.
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for ease of erection, alternate tripod designs can be used to minimize
the erection height. No external dust protection has been provided.
If the beacon is placed eastward of the ascent trajectory, the majority
of the dust will strike the rear of the reflector panels or bounce from
the upper panel surfaces as the particles settle. The use of photo-
]ytic materia!s, wbich could sublime to yield a gas bearing for residual
dust on the reflector surface, should be considered.
4.6 Specifications
The proposed QC inspection plan for the prototype beacon
fabrication is given in Appendix F. Since the prototype drawings are
to be scaled for fabrication, there are few mechanical inspection pro-
cedures required. However, an inspection plan should be written and
approved before prototype fabrication starts.
A proposed specification for an earth and sun sensor package
is given in Appendix G.
All components and assemblies shall be built to withstand
the Environment Specifications for Apollo Scientific Equipment.
4.7 Pro_ected Schedules and Costs
Projected cislunar beacon costs and schedules are shown in
Table 4-XII and Fig. 4-20, respectively. These costs total over
$170,000 for an all-metal beacon and over $140,000 for an inflatable
beacon. These costs include the prototype, testing, and flight unit
phases and are about twice those projected for the static cislunar
beacons during Phase I. Both the costs and the 2-year delivery appear
realistic; however, the 2-year schedule could be markedly improved at
an increase in cost. Three inflatable reflectors are projected to
secure a desired prototype. The miscellaneous engineering category
covers the program management requirements for all the estimates.
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TABLE 4-XII
CISLUNAR BEACON COSTS
I°
Alternate and Subassembly
All-metal Reflector
i.I Tripod
1.2 Frame and Miscellaneous
Hardware
1.3 Reflectors
1.4 Packaging
1.5 Assembly, Inspection,
and Checkout
1.6 Reports
1.7 Liaison with NASA and
Miscellaneous Engineering
TOTAL
Prototype
Fabrication
$ 1,000
1,000
50,000
5,000
20,000
3,000
13_000
$93,000
Environmental Flight
and Type Testing* Units
$ 2,000 $ 500
1,000 500
5,000 18,000
3,000 1,000
5,000 13,000
2,000 1,000
II_000 6_000
$29,000 $40,000
. Inflatable Reflector
2.1 Tripod 1,000 2,000 500
2.2 Miscellaneous Hardware 1,000 1,000 500
2.3 Reflector 30,000 20,000 6,000
2.4 Packaging 5,000 3,000 1,000
2.5 Assembly Inspection and
Checkout 20,000 4,000 i0,000
2.6 Reports 3,000 2,000 1,000
2.7 Liaison with NASA and
Miscellaneous Engineering 131000 iI_000 6_000
TOTAL $73,000 $43,000 $25,000
Does not include costs of high vacuum solar simulation.
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The projected earth beacon costs and schedule are shown in
Table 4-XIII and Fig. 4-21. These costs are over 4 times the Phase I
estimates and represent the increased knowledge of the sensing and
dynamic problems relative to the Phase I program.
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TABLE 4-XIII
EARTH TRACKING BEACON COSTS
Beacon Subassembly
i. Sensors --Earth and Sun
2. Me chani sm --
Motors
Bearings and Flexural
Joints
Gimbal
Miscellaneous
3. Reflector Panels and Frame
4. Tripod
5. Solar Panel
6. Assembly, Inspection and
Checkout
7. Packaging
8. Liaison with NASA and
Miscellaneous Engineering
9. Reports
TOTALS
Prototype
Fabrication
$ 90,000
16,000
16,000
1,000
13,000
35,000
2,000
40,000
Environmental
and Type Testing*
$ 50,000
35,000
15,000
3,000
5,000
Flight
Units
$ 8,000
12,000
12,000
1,000
22,000
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Does not include costs of high vacuum solar simulation tests.
40,000 25,000 14,000
13,000 8,000 4 _000
$320,000 $160,000 $80,000
50,000 15,000 5,000
4,000 4,000 2,000
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APPENDIX A
BEACON PHOTOMETRIC ANALYSIS
I. DETECTION VARIABLES
The reflective area required for the detection of lunar beacons
depends upon the following variables:
i. Background brightness, Bf
2. Beacon reflectance, rb
3. Sun-moon-instrument phase angle, e
4. Instrument beacon range, R
5. Integrated instrument optical transmittance, T
t
6. Integrated instrument angular resolution as a function of
aperture, instrument errors, atmospheric seeing (and for
photographic records of the detector errors),
7. Atmospheric transmittance, T
e
8. Contrasts required for a given detector and probability of
detection, C - visual, C - photographic
v p
9. Lunar beacon location
The following sections describe the analysis required for beacon
sizing, the major variables in detail, representative calculations,
and beacon area recon_endations.
2. CAMERA PHOTOMETRY THEORY
With a camera, the field brightness, Bf, is decreased only by the
atmospheric and camera transmittance losses, T and T , so that the
e t
apparent field brightness, Baf , at the detector is
Bar = Te Tt Bf (I)
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But Bf is related to the lunar field albedo or reflectance at 0° phase
angle, af, the phase angle reflection ratio for a given lunar location,
Ke, the solar illuminance of the moon, Es, and _ so that
Ke af E
s (2)
Bf -
Therefore, from Eqs. i and 2
and
Baf =
T T K e af Ee t s (3)
Eaf = Baf w (4)
where
where
- (5)
4 N 2
f.1.
N - (6)
D
O
Therefore, from Eqs. 3, 4, and 5,
T T t K e af Ee s
Eaf = 4 N 2 (7)
Since the beacon size will be less than the resolution limit of
the detection instruments, it can be considered as a point source
having an image which is a diffraction pattern, 84 percent of the
energy falling into the Airy or first-diffraction disc. The illumi-
nance of the image from a point source, Eab , is then related to the
incident illuminance, Eob , the objective diameter, Do, focal length,
f.l., the transmittance loss, Tt, and the integrated resolution limit,
6, by
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r D -_2
= 0.84 T t Eob _l__ _o iEab f , (8)
.1..J
Note that the angle, _, approaches _1.22 U/Do] for perfect seing where
is the light wavelength. E0b is related to the beacon apparent solid
angular subtend, _b' the solar solid angular subtend at the beacon, _s'
and the beacon illuminance, Eb, and the atmospheric transmittance, Te,
so that
Eob = Te _ Eb (9)
s
but the beacon illuminance is directly related to the incident solar
illuminance, Es, and beacon reflectance, rb:
Eb = Es rb (I0)
and the beacon angular subtend is related to the projected beacon
area, a cose/2 (i.e., the beacon mirror must be perpendicular to the
bisector of the phase angle to be seen) and the range, R, so that:
e
a cos T
_b = R 2 (II)
Combining Eqs. 6, 8, 9, i0, and ii
O
0.84 T T a cos_ E rbe t s
Eab =
n R2 _2 N2 (12)
s
The apparent field and beacon illuminances are related to the
photographic contrast for detection, C by the term
p'
Eab - Eaf Eab
C - - I (13)
P Eaf Eaf
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By direct substitution of Eqs. 7 and 12 into Eq. 13
e
3.36 a cos T rb
C + i =
P K0 af _s _2 R2
Transposing
ar b Ke af _s R2 _2
(Cp + i) 3.36 co_
(14)
(15)
Note that this relationship is independent of the solar illuminance,
transmittance values, and f/number (N), except as they affect the
contrast and resolution values, of the system. In cases where seeing
conditions govern the resolution angle, _, the camera diameter will
only affect the film speed used and the time over which seeing condi-
tions are integrated.
A log-log plot of the area factor, arb/(C p + l),versus _ yields
a series of straight lines for each phase angle. The visual and
photographic beacon areas are both closely related. Figures i and 2
are plots for ranges of 400 nautical miles and 207,000 nautical miles,
earth-moon mean distance, respectively.
Let us now compare visual telescope theory with the above.
3. VISUAL TELESCOPE PHOTOMETRY THEORY
The apparent field brightness of a telescope can be reduced if
the exit pupil, d, is smaller than the eye pupil, d , which is the
e
case for astronomical telescopes, by the ratio of their areas, (d/de)2
so that
Baf = Te Tt (dd---)2 Bf (16)
e
which is the same as Eq. i when d = d
e
* The cislunar beacon range and detection specifications presented herein
reflect the Phase I requirements.
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By combining Eqs. 2 and 16
(dd__)2Ke af EBaf = T T se t
e
I
I
Eab
I Ba b = w e
(17)
I
I
I
The apparent brightness of the beacon, Bab , and the apparent illumi-
nance are related to the solid angle subtended by the eye, We, after
magnification, M, of the angle resolved, _, by
(18)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
!1
Eab
4 (i_M)
(19)
Now Eab is related to the incident illuminance, Eob , and the magnifi-
cation and transmittance by
= M 2 (20)Eab T t Eob
By substituting Eqs. 9, i0, II, and 20 into Eq. 19
e
T t Te Es rb a cos T
Bab = 4_ _s _2 R2 (21)
Now the visual contrast, Cv, required for beacon reflection is related
to Bab and Baf by
Bah - Baf Bab
C .... i (22)
v Baf Baf
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Therefore, combining Eqs. 17, 21, and 22 yields
C +i=
v
4 a cos_ r b d 2
e
K e af _s d2 62 R2
(23)
Recombining and setting 4 = [3.36/0.84]
ar b rde_2 K e af fl R 2 _2
= s
0.84 (C v + i) Ld J 3.36 cos_
(24)
Note that the right side of the equation is the same as Eq. 15 and
that the left side differs only by the substitution of C for C and
v p
the field brightness reduction ratio of (d/de)2 and the fact that eye
contrast values already integrate the 0.84 Airy disc energy collection
factor. Therefore, with the substitution of the left side of Eq. 24
for the left side of Eq. 15, Figs. i and 2 can be used for both photo-
graphic and visual beacon calculations. Note that Eq. 24 is independent
of the solar illuminance, transmittance, and telescope diameter values
except as they affect the contrast and resolution values of the detec-
tion system.
The exit pupil, d, is a function of the telescope objective
diameter and magnification so that
D
d - o (25)
M
Equation 24 then becomes
arb d2e FM-]2 K e af fls R2 62
0.84 (C v + i) Lg_, = 3.36 cos-_
(26)
where M/D ° is the magnification per unit diameter.
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Now let us analyze Eqs. 15 and 16 before discussing C and C
p v
in depth. For any given phase angle and landing site, the terms
Keaf _s/3.36 are constant. Both Ke and af are discussed in another
section. Therefore, the beacon area varies as the square of the range
and the square of the resolution angle. For any given viewing case,
the range will be constant. Therefore, the resolution angle chosen
will be a major factor in determining beacon area. This choice is,
therefore, the subject of a complete section. Looking at the left
side of Eqs. 15 and 16, the area will be inversely proportional to
the beacon reflectance. Of all the variables in each equation, this
probably has the greatest possible range in values depending on the
degradation analysis and space micrometeoroid data one uses. There-
fore beacon reflectance is also the subject of a separate section.
Both equations have similar terms (Cp + I) and Cv + i) related
to photographic and visual detection contrast respectively. It will
be shown that both C and C are less than i so that the beacon areas
p v
required are relatively insensitive to contrast changes. The contrast
values will be discussed in the next section.
Finally, the visual detection is highly dependent on the m_gnifi-
cation per unit telescope diameter where in practice the ratio will be
between 0.4 and 2.0 for most conditions. Since the practical magnifi-
cation per unit telescope diameter seems inversely proportional to
seeing conditions which limit _ most of the time, using limited data
by Bowen, then the area of the beacon appears to vary as _4 which
indicates the great dependence of beacon detection on seeing condi-
tions.
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4. CONTRAST
The degree of photographic or visual contrast required for
detection is dependent on both the desired probability of detection
and the detector efficiency.
4.1 Photographic contrast
Photographic contrast used herein is given by
Eab - Eaf Eab
C - -- - i
P Eaf Eaf
Films are classified in terms of development contrast, ¥,
density differences, AD, where D = log 1/transmission, and A log I,
the differences in the logs of the exposures in meter-candle-seconds,
so that
but
&D (27)
Y -4 log I
so that
I = Et (28)
AD _ AD _ AD (29)
Y - A log Et log Eab t - log Eaf t Eab
log --
Eaf
For each photographic film there is an rms graininess density variation
of standard deviation, o, where o is measured in the same units as D.
For a detection probability of 99.7 percent, a density difference AD
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of 3a is required, y is the slope of the D versus log I curve meas-
ured at field brightness exposure energy, If, level. _ is measured
from microdensitometer readings and will vary according to the slit
width, d, of the microdensitometer, which ranges from 5 to 25 microns
(0.0002 to 0.001 inch) wide according to the relationship
• d = k (30)
Therefore, the microdensitometer used to evaluate lunar photographs
should have the same width as the slit used in the rms graininess
measurement, to achieve the results predicted from theory.
For minimum seeing disturbances, the film exposure time
should be short and, therefore, the exposure index high. Exposures,
t, 1/25 second or less are desirable. The exposure energy, I, is
given by the following term derived by combining Eqs. 7 and 28:
and
T T KeafE te t s
z : (31)
4N 2
i
A.S.A. film reading = _ (32)
For T = 0.70, Tf = 0.70, _ = I, af = 0.065, Ee s
N = 16, and t = 0.04
= 140,000 lumens/m 2
i
A.S.A. = -- = 5.75
0.174
For films of equal or higher A.S.A. value, many have y's equal or
greater than 3.0 and _'s less than or equal to 0. I. Therefore
-I 0.I
C + i = log - 1.08
p 3.0
(by combining Eqs. 13 and 29)
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This value has been used in all photographic calculations and appears
quite conservative due to the conservative film assumptions.
Assume that 1/2 sec seeing, _ = 1/2 sec, is practical for a
given site, i.e., at least I0 percent of the time at Pic-du-Mich in
France and that the telescope has a resolution better than 1/2 sec
of arc. Then from Fig. i drawn with this example the area factor
arb/(C p + i) is 1.13 square meters for a 0-degree phase angle sight-
ing at 0 degree longitude. Therefore, for a reflectance of 0.80 and
(Cp + I) = 1.08 above, a = 1.53 square meters (16.5 square feet).
Other photographic detection beacon areas were calculated
in a similar fashion.
4.2 Visual Contrast
Visual contrast required for detection has been the subject
of numerous investigations, many of which are summarized by Taylor
(1964). In general, most calculations refer to the work of Blackwell
(1946) who reported the Tiffany Data. These data represented special
viewing conditions characterized by the following factors:
i. Uniform circular targets
2. Uniform background
3. Binocular vision
4. Known time of stimulus
5. Known direction of stimulus
6. Trained observers
The Tiffany data are reported for a 50-percent probability
of detection, C50. Taylor has summarized various correction factors
for modifying the original Blackwell data for application to practical
conditions. These are summarized in Table i. For beacon calculations,
the contrast, Cv, used is related to the correction values in the
table, Kp, Kb, Kv, Kt, and the original data, Tiffany Data C50, by
C = K Kb Kv K t (33)v p C50
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TABLE !
CORRECTION FACTORS FOR BLACKWELL DATA
i* i. Detection Probability, K
P
50%
9O%
95%
9970
2. Target Properties,
o
4.
Location
X
X
X
X
X
Vigilance, K
v
Training, K
t
Trained
Untrained
Known Factors
Time Size Duration
X X X
X X
X
X
X X X
Factor
1.0
I.50
i.64
1.91
1.00
1.40
i.60
i. 50
1.45
1.31
I. 19
i.00
1.90
Values of K = 1.91, _ = 1.40, K = 1.19, and K t = 1.00 were chosenp v
representing a 99-percent detection probability, unknown flash time
(i.e., not an omnidirectional beacon), a vigilant and trained observer
or Cv = 3.18 C50. This is the range of presently accepted conversion
factors for the Tiffany data. Even if this factor is in error by a
factor of 2, beacon areas will only increase by 20 percent for the
worst practical telescopic visual case.
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IThe visual contrast is a function of apparent field bright-
ness, Baf , and apparent beacon angular subtend, M_. Baf can be
d 2 versus (Fig. 3) where by rear-determined from a plot of Baf e Baf
ranging Eq. 16
d 2 T T t d2 Bf (34)Baf e = e
which by substitution of Eq. 25 is
l-Do-]2 Ke af E
s (35)d2 = T Tt !_--]Baf e e _
For the 28X, 1.58-inch CM sextant sighting on O-degree phase angle at
T = 1.0 T = 0.27, D /M = 1.443 mm = d, K@ = i, af = 0.065, E = 14.0
e ' t o 2 s
candles/cm 2. Therefore, Baf de = 1.61 x 10 -3 candles (and log
d 2 -3.206).
Baf e =
Reading from Fig. 3, which is drawn showing this example,
the apparent field brightness is 1.58 x 10 -2 candles/cm 2.
Original smoothed Tiffany data, taken from Blackwell (1946)
and converted to brightnesses in candles/cm 2, are shown in Fig. 4.
Assuming a sextant resolution of 5 seconds, which is conservative
compared with the 3.5 seconds value determined from (1.22 N/Do) , the
apparent beacon angular subtend will be 2.33 minutes of arc. A cross
plot of C versus 8, not shown here, for constant, Baf = 1.58 x 10 -2V
-2
using Fig. 4 for cross plot data, shows that C50 = 4.95 x i0 at
e = 2.33 minutes. From above, Cv = 3.18 C50. .. Cv + i = 1.157.
d2 and
Knowing Baf e Baf
(36)
= 3.2 mm for the above case
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Assume r. = 0.80; d was 1.443 mm from above.
D
seconds of arc resolution
From Fig. 2 for a _ = 5
arb 2
= 4.21 x I0-4 m
0.84 (cv + I) (dd---)2
e
Substitution of the values listed above yields a required beacon area
2
of 1.03 cm or 0.16 square inch. Other beacon areas for visual
detection were calculated in a similar fashion. This corresponds to
a spherical beacon diameter, d , of 4.95 meters (or 16.3 feet) disre-
s
garding the negative contrast effects of the apparently nonreflective
portions of the moon. The spherical diameter is related to the area
by the relationship
ds = _ (37)
where _ is the solar angular subtend.
5. BEACON REFLECTANCE
Possible degradation in the beacon reflectance is the major
unknown in sizing the lunar beacon. Empirical and experimental anal-
ysis of the problem by Button (1964), Marks (1964), and others have
predicted or extrapolated losses in spectral reflectance from between
i and 50 percent due to uv, high energy proton, and micrometeorite
impingement. No space experimental data are available to corroborate
these analyses, though an experiment is now being planned to study the
degradation of reflective samples in space.
Unprotected aluminum has a practical visible reflectance of 91
percent. Therefore, the assumed reflectance value of 0.80 percent
would allow an ll-percent reflectance loss due to lunar dust, coating
transmittance, micrometeorite damage, etc., and appears valid based
on some reflectance predictions.
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Silicon-monoxide-overcoated aluminum has a visible reflectance
of 87 percent, when deposited under standard development conditions.
Though this reflectance system is 4 percent lower than aluminum and
although silicon monoxide coatings are more susceptible to failure
when folded over sharp corners as in an inflatable beacon, aluminum
coatings overcoated with a 1000A-micron-thick silicon monoxide coat-
ing show 1.2 times less degradation over comparable intensities of
simulated micrometeorite flux. Silicon monoxide overcoatings have
the added advantage that they are muchmore easily cleaned than
aluminum alone. Quartz-overcoated aluminumwill yield reflectance
values of 88 percent over the visible spectrum and have high abrasion
resistance also. However, quartz overcoatings are supplied by only a
limited numberof installations at this time.
Note that the reflectances cited are lower than textbook or ex-
perimental reflectance values. These lower values represent practical
minimumlimits for a metal mirror for this beacon program. Beacons
with plastic substrates will have lower reflectance values.
6. SEEINGCONDITIONS
For terrestrial telescopes, used either as photographic or visual
instruments, the limiting angular resolution will determine to a large
extent the detectability of a given beacon size. Since for most ob-
servatories the theoretical resolution of the telescope is achieved
I0 percent or less of the night time, seeing is used in this analysis
almost interchangeably with the integrated angular resolution of the
detector instrument.
Seeing is a function of the changes in the index of refraction
of the atmosphere through which the object rays pass to reach the
telescope. Seeing is therefore an angular condition rather than a
uniform loss of intensity which is a transmittance loss, or a non-
uniform loss of intensity over the aperture called scintillation.
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Irregularities in the index of refraction are due primarily to
thermal nonhomogeneities, water vapor variations and ozone variations.
Seeing is adversely affected by the following factors summarized from
Stock and Keller, and Meinel (1960).
I. Moist climate
2. Cold fronts
3. Jet streams (high-velocity high-altitude air streams)
4. Observatory dome radiation
5. Observatory heat sources-instruments astronomers
6. Observations located close to the ground
7. Aircraft condensation trails
8. Air pollution
9. Temperature inversion
i0. Skyglow
II. Haze
Seeing will be generally improved by using short time exposures
in photographic work. Excellent high-altitude sights such as Pic-du-
Mich in France and Kitt Peak have I/2-second seeing between i0 and 20
percent of the time from Kopal (1963) and Meinel (1960) while I to
1-1/2 seconds seeing is "normal" for such observatories as Mount Wilson
and Mount Palomar.
Earth-photographed beacon areas have been based initially on 1/2
second seeing conditions; visual observations on 1-second seeing.
7. MISCELLANEOUS FACTORS
M
The diameter magnification factor _-- varies practically between
0.4 and 2.0. For "normal" magnification_ i.e., d = de, the factor is
between 0.3 and 0.5, depending on Baf. Generally the larger the tele-
scope the lower the magnification factor. Bowen (1947) has reported a
magnification factor of 0.56 for the Mount Wilson 60-inch telescope
under I to 2 seconds seeing conditions and 1.31 for a 6-inch telescope.
The effect of diameter magnification factor and magnification
upon beacon area is shown in Fig. 5 for I0 inches, 24 inches
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(size of Pic-du-Mich in France) and 60 inches (Mount Wilson) telescopes.
The area difference between telescopes are greater With smaller magni-
fication factors so that with large factors there is little value in
increasing the telescope aperture above 24 inches. Scintillation effects
also practically limit lunar observation to telescopes in the range of
I0 to 40 inches since little if anything is gained in going to larger
diameters, since seeing and scintillation limit the usefulness of large
apertures except for energy-gathering purposes.
The phase angle factor, K_, relates to the variation in albedo as
a function of both phase angle and longitudinal location. The factors
used to calculate Figs. i and 2 were taken from Minnaert (1961) for zero
degree longitude• The phase angle factors do not vary with latitude,
i.e., are constant along north-south meridians. The factors will vary
with other longitude angles.
The atmospheric transmission factor, T used in calculating the
e
beacon sizes was 0.7. Depending upon the observatory altitude, the
telescope elevation angle, and the water vapor in the atmosphere, the
actual atmospheric transmission can be greater or less than the 0.7
factor. Figure 6 depicts the air masses for various
observatory altitudes for a telescope with a 90 degree elevation
angle. Figure 7 depicts the air mass versus elevation angle
for various elevation angles. By multiplying the air mass factors in
Fig. 6, the total air mass through which the earth-lunar solar re-
flecting beacon signal must pass can be determined. From this cal-
culated air mass plus the curves shown in Fig. 8 for various amounts
of percipitable water vapor in the atmosphere, the fractional atmos-
pheric transmission to either solar radiation or the beacon reflected
signal can be determined.
Figure 7 indicates that those observatories that are close to the
artic or antarctic circles will have relatively larger transmission
losses when viewing the moon than those observatories located closer
to the equator.
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APPENDIX B
DIFFUSE BEACON PHOTOMETRIC ANALYSIS
The nomenclature and formulae of Appendix A will be helpful in
understanding this section.
I. Flat Beacon
For a diffuse flat reflector, the illuminance at the
instrument objective, Eob, is related to the diffuse beacon area,
ad, range, R, solar illuminance, Es, beacon albedo, ab, the angle
of solar incidence, _, the angle of reflection or observation, ¢,
and the atmospheric transmission, T , by the relationship
e
TeEsa b a cos$ cos¢
Eob = _R 2
(l-B)
From I-B and 6, 7, 8, and 15 of Appendix A
ada b keafR282
(Cp + I)_ 3.36 cos_ cos_
(2-B)
So that the ratio of the ratio of the diffuse and specular flat
beacon areas from 2-B and 15 of Appendix A is
ad/a s =
e
_r b cos
_s ab cos_ cos_
(3-B)
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Since the solar solid angle in steradians is 6.76 X 10-5 then the
ratio of the beacon areas for diffuse and specular flats which can be
detected photographically is
ad cos --2 rb
--= 4.65 x 104
as cos_ cos¢ ab
Similarly it can be shownthat the sameratio holds for visual obser-
vations•
At 0° phase, incident, and observation angles, the related
areas for flat specular and diffuse beacons having the samediffuse and
specular reflectance would be:
Case
Earth Beacon
207,000 nm
Cislunar, Beacon400 nm
Recommended
Specular
Area
32.9 ft 2
Corresponding
Diffuse Area
1.53 x 106 ft 2
1.09 x 10 -2 5.05 x 102 ft 2
2. Spherical Beacons
From equation 37 of Appendix A, the spherical diameter of
a specular sphere is
d 102 =-- s = 4.86 × aS OL 17 S
Therefore relative illuminance of a diffuse spherical beacon, Ebd, to
a specular spherical beacon, Ebs , is a function of the phase angle, 8,
* As in Appendix A, the cislunar specifications used herein reflect
the Phase I requirements.
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specular and diffuse reflectances, rb and ab, and the spherical diam-
eters for the specular and diffuse spheres, dss and dsd , as given by
Ebs = 3-_ sin8 + [_-G] cose rb
dsd 2
2
d
ss
(4-B)
Therefore a diffuse sphere of the same diameter as a specular sphere
would have an intensity of
2.67 ab
rb
times that of the speculat sphere at 0° phase angle. The intensities
of specular and diffuse spheres of equal diameter are equivalent when
the phase angle, 8, is _L0.46_ radians or _83 degrees.
Therefore the relative diameters of diffuse and specular
spheres having the same reflectances would be as follows:
Case
Earth Beacon
207,000 nm
Cislunar Beacon
400 nm
Recommended
Specular Sphere
Diameter
2790 ft
50.5 ft
Recommended
Diffuse Sphere
Diameter for
9 = ± 83°
2790 ft
50.5 ft
Recommended
Diffuse Sphere
Diameter for
0° phase angle
1740 ft
31 ft
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APPENDIX C
REFLECTOR ORIENTATION COMPUTER PROGRAMS
1, i a A_ _l
cos i = cos(l + p) cos (_ + Zh_) + sin(l + p) sin(r + Z_e) cos(_ + _ + £_)
21 ° < i < 25 °
0 < A < 360 °
sir_' = - sin([_ + _ + A_) csc i sin(l + p)
.4 ° < _t < 4oi0 ,
where
= 23o.4457874 - 0°.01301376 T = mean obliquity of date
_e = 0°.255833(10 -2 ) cos_ - 0°.25(10 -4 ) cos 2 _ + 0°.1530555(10 -3 ) cos 2 L
= nutation in obliquity
A_ = - [0°.47895611(10 -2) + 0°.47222(10 -5) T] sir_
+ 0°.58055(10 -4 ) sin 2 _ - 0°.3533(10 -3 ) sin 2 L
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I = 1° 32.1 t
= 12°.1127902 0°.0529539222d + 0°.20795(i0"2)T + 0°.2081(i0"2)T2
= 64o.37545167+ 13°.1763965268d 0°.i131575(I0"2)T - 0°.I13015(i0"2)T2
sinA = - sin(_ + _ + _F) csc i sin(_ + _e),
cosA = - cos(Q + $ + _Y) cosQ t - sin(_ + _ + AY) sin_ t cos(_ + Ac)
= 280°.08121009 + 0°.9856473354 d + 0°.302(10 -3) T + 0°.302(I0"3)T 2
sin I = -0°.0302777 sin g + 0°.0102777 sin (g + 2w) - 0°.305555(10 -2) sin (2g + 2m)
= -0° 3333(10 -2) sin g + 0o.0163888 sin gt + 0o.5(10-2) sin 2_T
= _0° . 0°0 .0297222 cos g + 0o.0102777 cos (g + 2w) .305555(10 -2 ) cos (2g + 2_)
g = 215°.54013 + 13°.064992 d
gt = 358o.009067 + 0°.9856005 d
= 196°.745632 + 0o.1643586 d
Here, d is measured in Julian days from January 1.0, 1950, and T is
measured in Julian centuries (of 36,525 days) from January 1.0, 1950.
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Here,
PROGRAM I
sin_ e = sini cos6 m sin(_ m -_#) - cosi sin5 m
t ank
e
B - tanA cos(_ m - n')
B tanA + cos(_ m - _#)
R
se
sin_s - R [sin6 cosi - cos6s s
sm
B = cosi sin(_ m - 0 #) + sini tan6 m
R
sini sin(Cz s - f_)] +_--- sin_e
sm
tank =
cos6
s
R
cosA [- tanA cosCcz s - [1') + F] + _--- sir_e cOS_e
se
cos6
s
R
cosA [cos(a s - _') + F tanA] + _-- cosk coslAe e
se
F = cosi sin(_ s - _#) + sini tan6 s
cosk =
S
COS6
S
R
cosA [cos(_ s - _#) + F tanA] + _- cosk cos_e e
se
R
sm
_-- cos_ s
se
1_e I< s°,I_1< s°,l_s 1<20
-1
C_ = sin
m
y_
2 2
(x m + Ym )
-i
1/2 = cos
x
m
1/2'
2 2
(x m + Ym )
z
-i m
6 = sin --
m R
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-i Ys i x• - s -i Zs
s = sln 2 2 1/2 = cos 2 2 1/2' 6s = sin --R
(x s + ys) (x s + ys) se
x = R [X cost - Y sinT cose - Z sinT sine]
m e em em em
Ym R sinT cos_ + Y= e [Xem em (cos 2-¢ cost + sin2_)
+ Z sin_ cos$ (cost- i)]
em
z = R _[Xem sinT sine + Ym e em sine cose (cosT-i)
+ Z (cost sin 2- 2-e + cos e)]
em
x = Au [- X cost + Y sinT cos_ + Z sinT sin_]
s se se se
Ys = Au [- X sinT cos_ - Y (cos2_ cost + sin2_)
se se
Z sin_ cos_ (cost i)]
se
z = Au [- X sinT sin_ - Y sin_ cos_ (cost - I)
s se se
Z (cost sin 2- 2-¢ + cos ¢)]
se
112
R = R (X 2 + y2 + Z 2 )
e em em em
= earth-moon distance
R = Au (X 2 + y2 + Z 2 )
se se se se
1/2
= sun-earth distance
se)2 2 1/2Rsm = [(R e Xem + Au X + (Re Yem + Au Yse )2 + (R e Zem + Au Zse ) ]
= sun-moon distance
R = radius of earth = 6378.3255 km; Au = astronomical unit = 149,599,000 km
e
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T = £.J_40 i (f-'nis T is not to be confused with the T appearing
in part I above.)
(Xem' Yem' Zem) = coordinates of moon in geocentric equatorial
reference frame of the mean equator and
equinox of 1950.0
(Xm' Ym' Zm) = - - - mean equator and equinox of date.
(Xse' Yse' Zse) = coordinates of earth (actually earth-moon
center of mass) in heliocentric equatorial
(earth's equator) reference frame of the
mean equator and equinox of 1950.0
(Xs' Ys' Zs) = mean equator and equinox of date
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t3. PROGRAM II
cos7 = cos_ (nx cose + n sine + n tan_);y z
O<_y_90 °
sina = _ (n sine - n cose)
sin_ x Y
¢os_ - i [-sin_ cose + n
sin_ (nx Y
sine) + n cos_]; 0 < _ < 360 °
z
n =
x
Px + cos_ cOSPs py + sin_ cosp s Pz + sin_ss s n =
N , n = , zy N N
N = [2 (i + Px cos_ cOSPs + py sin_ cosp s + pzSin_ )]1/2s s S
i
Px = L (A + qx ),
I
py = _ (B + qy),
I
pz =_ (C + q3 )
qx = R cos_ cos_ e - Rm cose cos_ = Px De
= R sin_ cosp e - R sine cos_ = py Dqy e m
qz = R sin_ e - R sir_p = Pz Dm
L = (D2 + R2 + + 2Bqy + )1/2e 2Aqx 2Cqz
D 2 = R2 + R2 - 2RR [cos_p cos_ e cos(e - _e) + sin_ sin_ e]
m m
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A=R +R +R
ex Xll ey x12 ez x13
B=R +R +R
ex x21 ey x22 ez x23
C =R +R +R
ex x31 ey x32 ez x33
Xll = cosf_" cosA - sin_" sinA cosi
x12 = sinf_' cosA + cos_ # sinA cosi
x13 = sinA sini
x21 = - cos_]_ sinA - sir_qt cosA cosi
x22 = - sir_q# sinA + cos_ # cosA cosi
x23 = cosA sini
x31 =
sini sin_ t
x32 = - sini cosf_I
x33 = cosi
R. = R cos(_ + a
ex e S
- 1800+ 15.0 t ) COS#
O
R = R sin(_ + a
ey e s - 180 ° + 15.0 to) cos_
R = R sin_
ez e
Here, R = earth-moon distance, R
m
= radius of moon = 1738 km
6976-Final C-7
Also, _, e are the latitude and longitude, respectively, on the
moon's surface of the reflector, and _, ® are the latitude and longi-
tude, respectively, of the "target point" on the earth's surface.
The condition which must be satisfied in order that the reflector
on the moon's surface be visible from the point _, ® on the earth's
surface, at the time to, is
+ <0Aqx + Bqy Cqz
The condition which must be satisfied in order that the sun be
visible from the reflector on the moon's surface (_, e), at the time
t , iso
cos(e - _) + tan _ tan _s > 0
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o PROGRAM III
_ = sin-I (Rez_ .90 ° < _ < 90 °
9 = tan -I (Rey'_ _
\Rex/ s
+ 180 ° - 15.0 t
R
eq = sin-l(R2 eY2 _i/2
x + R_y/
- e + 180 ° - 15.0 t
s
-180 ° < ® < 180 °
Here,
R =A +B +C
ex XII _I X31
Rey = A XI2 + B X22 + C X32
R =A +B +C
ez XI3 X23 X33
2
= e _ sin 2 F>I/2
R
R (COSek c°S_e _ _ cos8 cos¢)Px = D R
R
R
py = _ (sinke c°S_e - _R sin0 cos¢)
R
• m sine)
= R_(sln_e_ _-Pz D
A = L px - D Px
B = L 0y - D py
C = L 0z - D Pz
cosF = Px Px + Py Py + Pz Pz
0 x
T-(I 2) _. "-'n -2 n • n+n
X -- Z Z sires ] - ny cOSts (ny cOSks - nx
2
I - n
z
sin_)
s
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2) _ " sin_ s] (nyn [(1-2 n • n + n + n cos_ s cosN - n sinN)
_y z z x s x s
Py 2
1 - n
Z
0z = 2 n • n - sin_Z S
n = cosy cos9 cos_ + siny sin_ sing - siny cosa sin@ cos9
X
n = cosy sin_ cos_ - siny sin_ cos9 - siny cos_ sin_ sin0
Y
n = cosy sin_ + siny cos_ cos_
Z
" _y _z_x = cos>_ cos_ s, = sin_ cos_ s, = sin_S S S
The axis of the cone of the reflected light will strike the earth
if cosF > S, and will miss the earth if cosF < S, where
R2e\I/2
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5. PROGRAM VII
e
K 1 = sin_- sinH 1
When, K 1 < 0, the reflected light is not visible from _I' 41;
When, K I > 0, the reflected light is visible from ®i' 41;
When, K I = 0, the reflected light becomes visible, or just ceases to
to be visible, from 01, 41
Here, _I' 41 are the longitude and latitude, respectively, of an
observer on the earth. Also, ¢/2 = half angle of light cone
(¢/2 _ 16 min. of arc), where
R
e s
2 R
sm
Here, R = radius of sun = 6.965 x 105 km
S
where
sinH =
1 DuZ 1
V32(VI2 + V2 2 + )1/2
Vl = pz(B - BI) + py(C I - C) +
BC 1 - BIC
D
V 2 = pz(Al - A) + Px(C - C I) +
AIC - AC I
D
6976-Final C-II
V3 = py(A - AI) + Px(Bl - B) +
ZI
( ,2 i +: px+A;+ py
AB 1 - AIB
B2  ;]Ii2_;+(pz+-
i + + BI 2 + CI,_I/2= _x+_)_ (_ _-;+(_. _-;j
A 1 = Rel x Xll + Rely x12 + Rel z x13
B I = Rel X x21 + Rely x22 + Rel z x23
C 1 = Rel x x31 + Rely x32 + Rel z x33
where
Rel x = -R e cos_ l cos (®i + _s + 15.0 t)
Rely = -Re cos_ I sin (_01 + _s + 15.0 t)
6976-Final
Rel z = R sin_ Ie
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6. PROGRAM IV
cos'@ = nx Px + ny py + nz Pz
!
I
(0<,<_)
cosO= [(u 2 Pz - u3 Py) (ny Pz - nz Py) + (u3 Px - Ul Pz ) (nz Px - nx Pz )
z/2
_ 2
+ (uI py u2 px ) (nx py - ny px)] F(IL - en)
1/2 _'1
2( I -e s) _I
sin_ : Px (Xy _z - Xz _y) + Py (Xz _x - Xx _z ) + Pz (Xx _y - _ _x )
(0<_<2_)
Here,
uI = cosN cOSts, u2 = sin_ cos_ s , u 3 = sires
e : cos_
n
es = Ul Px + u2 Py + u3 Pz
nx - en Px ny - en Py nz - en Pz
= 1/2' Xy = 1/2' Xz : 1/2
2 2 2
(1 - en) (1 - en) (I - en)
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Ul - es Px
_x = 1/2'
2
(i - es)
6976-Final
_y =
u2 - es Py
1/2'
2
(i - e s)
C-14
RE =
u3 - e PzS
1/2
2
(I - es)
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7. PROGRAM IV(A)
COSC =
cos_ cOS_es + sin_ cos_ sin_e s
Q
0 < _ < 180°
-sin_ sin_e s
s in_ = sin_
Q 0 < _ < 360 °
cos_ = 2 sin_'
Here,
Q = L2 (i + singes cos_ cos$ - cOSSe s sin$)J I12
c°SSes = Px cosk cOSts + py sink cOSts + Pz sin_ss s '
0 < Ses < 180°
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8. PROGRAM V
cosM = Px (x
- R cosO c osCP /y_- R
m W )+py _ m sin0 cosq9) (z _ Rm sin_0)W + Pz W
Here, Px' Py' Pz' are those defined in Program III, and
W = [(x" - R cosO cos_) 2 + (y_ - R sinO cos_) 2 + z _ - R sirK0)2]
m m m
1/2
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, PROGRAM VI
The expressions for y, _ are given in Program II.
expressions for Px' Py' 0z are given by
I Px =
x - R cose cos_ y - R sine cos_0
m m
Py = 0z =W ' W '
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
i
However, the
z - R sir_0
m
W
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APPENDIX D
ELECTROFORMED REFLECTOR FABRICATION AND COATING
_L__,=cisl_ar metal spherical panels and the stretched Tmembr_ne
metal flat panels are designed to use the electroforming process. By
electroforming is meant the process of depositing metal atoms from
solution electrochemically, i.e., by the reduction of metal ions in
solution, onto a conductive master or cathode to produce a metal
shell. When the desired metal thickness is achieved, the plating is
terminated and the electroformed shell is removed from the master.
In optical replication, the master is optically polished or otherwise
finished to produce the desired specularity and surface accuracy.
Metal masters are preferred since they do not catastrophically fail
due to replication stresses. The control of replication stresses is
critical to the formation of high accuracy reflectors.
Figure D-I shows the reflector panel plating schematics for both
the cislunar spherical and earth flat reflectors. Note that the join-
ing of an angle rim to a thin membrane and the formation of a sharp
angle rim requires the use of a conductive fillet to bridge the tran-
sition. Control of the electroforming conditions, as well as excellent
tooling, is essential for high quality replicas.
Electroformed reflectors are normally made using electroformed
nickel deposited in a near zero residual stress condition. Nickel is
favored because of its relatively high strength and modulus plus the
ease with which nickel can be deposited compared with other metals
with higher specific rigidity or strength.
The surfaces produced by electroforming will duplicate the master
finish and will approach the surface finish of glass. Being very thin
6976-Final D-I
EXTRA RIM BUILD UP MASK
RIM MANDR EL
SLIGHTLY TAPERED
FILLET
I
I
I
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_o I
Si 0 I
FINISHED COATED REFLECTOR
/-----ELECTROFORMED NICKEL
MEMBRANE
ELECTROFORMED
MEMBRANE
RIM ANGLE I
AMALGAM FILLET
POLISHED METAL I
MASTER
I
FINISHED COATED REFLECTOR
FIG. D-I CISLUNAR REFLECTOR DETAILS
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and fine-grained, the membranes produced should have very high physi-
cal properties, yield, and ultimate strengths of over 150,000 and
120,000 psi, respectively.
Vacuum coatings having average solar reflectances between 88 and
92 percent_depending on whether silicon monoxide overcoated aluminum
or bare aluminum is used, can easily be achieved with high durability
and abrasion resistance. Depending on the thickness of overcoating
used, the 5/¢ can be varied over a wide range for thermal control of
the panels.
Chromium and silicon monoxide undercoatings are used for adhesion
and electrical insulation purposes, respectively, beneath the aluminum
reflective coating. The thicknesses used are normally 300A and 1000A,
respectively. A 1000A aluminum coating is used followed by silicon
monoxide overcoatings to various thicknesses.
The above electroforming and vacuum processing methods are now
widely used on solar concentrator and simulator mirrors produced at
EOS.
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APPENDIX E
REVISED CISLUNAR BEACON CALCULATIONS
•r....Eq. 24 of Appendix A:
/de, 2`
a rb k_-J K e af _s R2 _2
e
0.84 (cv + I) 3.36 cos
where
d
e
rb
R
e
e
cos 2
af
_s
= d
= 0.80
= I0 nm = 1.953 x 106 cm
= 0.00029 radians = i min resolution
= 0
- i
= 0.065
= 6.75 x 10 -5 steradians
From Eq. 35:
d2
Bar e <_)2 K eaf E s= T e Tt
where
D
O
M
T = 1.0
e
T t = 0 .I
d = d
e
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(24)
(35)
E = 14.0 candles/cm2-
s
1.0
C50
Cv = C50 Kp K b Kv K t
K = 1.91
P
Kb = 1.31
K = 1.19
v
K t = 1.0
Cv = 2.98o •
2
.. a _ 1.6 cm
Rbeacon -
= i0 ft radius
which agrees generally with the beacon range projected for other
lunar landing aids previously proposed.
The LEM range and elevation angle, with the corresponding re-
flector angle, are shown below tabulated from the maximum Final Phase
LEM Landing Trajectory provided by MSC.
Range Elevation Angle Reflector Angle Reflector Radius Required
I0 15 30.0 degrees I0 feet
6 15 30.0 degrees 6 feet
5 16 30.5 degrees 5 feet
2 18 31.5 degrees 2 feet
1 24 35.0 degrees 1 foot
From this table, the reflector panel radii and heights were drawn as
shown in Dwg. No. 1100201, Fig. 4-5.
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INSPECTION PLAN FOR PROTOTYPE SOLAR REFLECTING BEACON
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APPENDIX F
INSPECTION PLAN FOR PROTOTYPE SOLAR REFLECTING BEACON
I. PURPOSE
This document describes the inspection plan and procedures to be
used for the manufacture of the cislunar and earth lunar emplaced
solar reflecting beacons designed under Contract NAS9-4790.
2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
2.1 The change and revision letter in effect on date of proposal
or as amended by purchase order.
2.2 Drawing numbers 1100201 through 1100205
1100207 through 1100216
2.3 Company Product Assurance Manual.
2.4 NASA Quality Publication NPC 200-2 "Quality Program Provi-
sions for Space System Contractors".
2.5 NASA Quality Publication NPC 200-3 "Inspection System Pro-
visions for Suppliers of Space Materials, Parts, Components and
Services".
2.6 NASA Quality Publication NPC 200-4 "Quality Requirements
for Hand Soldering of Electrical Connections".
2.7 Company Manufacturing Practices Manual.
3. ORGANIZATION
The Product Assurance Organization at the company should be
established as a functional unit to assure an end product of the high-
est possible reliability and quality. The Product Assurance Manager
should report directly to the Company Executive Vice President, or
President assuring the necessary line of authority and objectivity
needed for implementation and control of the Product Assurance Program.
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4. QUALITY REQUIREMENTS
4.1 Instrument Calibration
All test, inspection, and measurement equipment used on
this program will be calibrated and maintained in accordance with the
Company Product Assurance Manual. Each item of equipment will be des-
ignated as either "requiring calibration" or "for indication only".
Instruments used for measurement and acceptance testing, such as
micrometers, digital voltmeters, ammeters, and recorders are all
maintained within a specified calibration accuracy by the Standards
Laboratory. Each instrument carries a label that includes the re-
calibration due date. Records should be on file in the Product
Assurance Department to assure traceability to the National Bureau
of Standards. Equipment that is not used as a direct measurement
transfer device should be labeled "for indication only" and requires
no calibration to verify operational characteristics.
4.2 Material Control
4.2.1 Control of Purchased Material
4.2.1.1 Review of Purchase Orders
All purchase requests (P.R.'s) should be
reviewed by Product Assurance for adequacy of product definition and
the inclusion of quality requirements. No purchase orders (P.O.'s)
should be written against these P.R.'s by the Purchasing Department
without the cognizant Product Assurance Engineer's initials on the
P.R. Each P.O. will include the following information in addition
to the basic technical requirements:
i. "The Government reserves the right to inspect any or all of
the work included in this order at the supplier's plant".
2. "Company Q/C Inspection required".
3. "Certificates of compliance required". If it is determined
that Customer Source Inspection is required, an additional
statement to that effect will be placed on the P.O., and
inspection performed in accordance with PAM.
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4.2.1.2 Vendor Surveys
The r_--_... Ve.A_ c,,-..e411=n_= n=p_rem_ne
closely monitors the procurement of all purchased material. Surveys
are performed by this department as described in the PAM to determine
the vendor's ability to perform the quality assurance and reliability
requisites.
Suppliers of off-the-shelf or commercial
items will not necessarily be surveyed. As with other off-the-shelf
items, this type of hardware will be subjected to I00 percent incom-
ing inspection.
Source inspection will be employed where
needed as a means of properly monitoring the product or material
being made, processed, or assembled by outside vendors; company
inspectors will achieve this goal by verifying conformance of mater-
ials with contractual requirements where complex or unusual require-
ments make it necessary to inspect the equipment prior or during
assembly. This type of inspection is desirable where the inspection
and testing of the final product does not normally insure that parts
are all completely in compliance with the specifications describing
them.
4.2.1.3 Receivin_ Inspection
All material and parts to be used in
fabricating the beacon subassemblies shall be routed through a
receiving inspection function. This group shall perform the nec-
essary tests, measurements, and inspections for verification to
applicable purchase order data. Accepted materials shall be stamped
or tagged and are transferred to a bonded stores area in their orig-
inal or necessary packaging containers to prevent damage during
storage and handling.
6976-Final F-3
Rejected materials should be identified and
physically segregated to a bonded storage area for disposition. Docu-
mentation related to rejected material remains with the item until
material review disposition. Whenthese decisions have been made, a
corrective action requisite will be reported to the vendor for im-
mediate return.
4.2.1.4 Vendor Performance Records
Copies of all receiving reports should be
retained within the Receiving Inspection area, and the accept-reject
information is posted to the Supplier History Cards. By maintaining
a supplier rating system, this affords the company ample historical
data to maintain a Product Assurance Vendor Rating List.
A Manufacturing Order will accompany all
fabricated subassemblies on this program. The cognizant inspector
will buy off all items at the in-process inspection points designated
on the M.O.
Required testing will be conducted during
fabrication and on the completed subassemblies in accordance with
applicable test procedures. These tests will be monitored and certi-
fied by inspectors to insure compliance with specification require-
ments. All test data sheets will be stamped by inspectors to signify
satisfactory completion and acceptance of the data. These data will
include both conforming and nonconforming items and will be made
available to the cognizant NASA representative upon request.
4.2.2 Discrepant Material Control
All materials found discrepant in any phase of the
operation should be segregated into a separate bonded area for material
review. Documentation accompanying the item to material review clearly
should state the part number, part name, operation, point of defect,
quantity, acceptable levels, and causes for rejection. A Material Re-
view Board (MRB) will convene to evaluate the cause, corrective action
6976-Final F-4
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requirements, and disposition of material. The Material Review Board
shall consist of a representative from Company Engineering, Product
Assurance, and NASA, as required. Any defect which adversely affects
safety, rellability, performance, weight, interchangeability of parts
or assemblies= or prime objectives of the contract must have written
approval by the NASA/Technical Officer prior to usage.
4.3 Drawln_ and Chan_e Control
91
Ax- drawings and manufacturing instructions are issued by
the Engineering Section to those departments concerned. Changes will
be controlled by Engineering where the cognizant Program Office has
the responsibility to issue and recall documents related to the pro-
gram. The Product Assurance Manual should assure that the correct
and latest documents are in use and dictate the removal of obsolete
material from the system.
4.4 Inspection Stamps
Company should maintain a stamp issuance and control pro-
gram wherein each stamp is traceable to a particular inspector and
the type of inspection action (i.e., in-process or final Inspection).
Stamp design is such that it does not conflict with or resemble
Government inspection identification.
5. GOVERNMENT-FURNISHED PROPERTY
Any material furnished by the Government will be handled in
accordance with the Product Assurance Manual.
6. MANUFACTURING FLOW PLAN
Prototype assembly flow plans shall be submitted and approved
prior to receipt of the contract.
7. SAMPLING PLAN
One hundred percent inspection will be required for all components.
6976-Final F-5
8. MARKING, PACKAGING, HANDLING, STORAGE, AND SHIPPING
Each beacon subassembly shall be identified with consecutive sub-
assembly numbers. The package markings shall be in accordance with
MIL-STD-129C and be marked in two-inch red lettering with one word
to a line.
The beacons will be packaged for shipment in a manner which will
preclude any damage or deterioration. Materials used in-house are
handled and stored in a manner to prevent damage or deterioration.
Where necessary, special boxes and containers will be utilized during
handling and storage of articles. Product Assurance, as a part of
their audit system, maintains surveillance of these activities to
assure compliance.
9. TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION OF PERSONNEL
Personnel performing soldering operations, and soldering inspec-
tors where applicable, will hold current NASA certification of the
appropriate classification under the provisions of N-PC 200-4. Certi-
fied persons will be issued cards indicating their status and period
of certification. Certification status and performance histories on
each individual will be among items investigated during periodic
quality audits.
I0. QUALITY AUDITS AND ANALYSIS
The cognizant Product Assurance engineer is responsible for
coordinating the collection and analysis of all trouble, failure,
and quality data resulting from all phases of the program. Sup-
porting groups in these efforts include project, fabrication, test,
inspection, and vendor surveillance personnel.
Periodic unannounced audits of the quality program will be
performed to determine:
i. Effectiveness of inspection procedures
2. Availability and completeness of all historical records
6976-Final F-6
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3. Effectiveness of test procedures
+ actions _-'- -
5. Completeness of failure analyses
6. Adequacy of all accept-reject criteria
7. Effectiveness of change control procedures
The resulting data will be analyzed to provide the basis for initiation
of preventative and/or corrective action in all areas affecting product
quality and reliability.
A written report will he submitted to the Project Manager (dis-
tributed to other appropriate management) with specific deficiencies,
recommendations, and need for corrective action indicated, where
applicable. Salient points of the audits will be included in the
Monthly Quality Status Report as submitted in the Monthly Progress
Report.
Follow-up audits and reports will be made on a weekly basis until
all noted deficiencies are resolved. Quarterly summaries of the above
will be distributed to top EOS management.
Ii. FAILURE REPORTING, ANALYSIS, AND CORRECTIVE ACTION
The Company Failure Reporting System shall be described in the
Product Assurance Manual. This system shall provide for prompt noti-
fication of all concerned parties in the event of a failure, expedient
and complete analysis of all failures, and prompt and effective cor-
rective action implementation.
A change control system, as outlined below, shall be implemented
to ensure
I.
2.
Plan.
Control of all documents affecting the qual_ty program
The incorporation of changes thereto
12.1 Quality Control Procedures
All such procedures shall be included in the Quality Program
Copies will be controlled and distributed by the Product
6976-Final F-7
Assurance Department. Uponchange or revision, the Plan will be re-
distributed to the original assignee list. Obsolete copies will be
confiscated and destroyed. The distribution list will indicate:
i. Assignee
2. Date of distribution
3. Revision letter
4. Date of revised distribution
5. Status of obsolete document
a. Not retrieved
b. Retrieved and destroyed (date and initial)
12.2 Mmnufacturing Orders and Instructions
This documentation is controlled by the fabrication super-
visor. Any revisions must be approved by Manufacturing and Product
Assurance and are distributed by hand by the fabrication supervisor.
Obsolete documents shall be picked up at the same time assuring that
only the latest documentation is available in the fabrication areas.
13. SPECIAL INSPECTION REQUIREMENTS
13.1 Beacon Reflectance
The reflectance of the reflector surfaces shall be determined
from measurements made on flat electroformed or foil-plastic samples
coated at the same time as the reflector surface. Measurements shall
be made over the visible spectrum, from 4000 to 7000_, and shall be
reported as an integrated average.
Where specified, the thickness of the silicon monoxide over-
coating, used to change the _/¢ ratio shall be measured by optical
interference techniques.
13.2 Beacon Field of View and Accuracy
The beacon field of view and accuracy shall be determined
by a Hartmann type test which utilizes a laser or other highly colli-
mated source and an image screen having predetermined test circles
which will aid in determining the surface accuracy.
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13.3 Mechanical Fits and Tolerances
11
A_ prototype mechanical _uum_semu±_s................ _ be measured
by an operational test. No packaged or individual components shall
exceed the packaging dimensions - 0.I00 inches as listed on the LEM
Descent Stage Scientific Containers Stowage (Ref. LID-360-22810).
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APPENDIX G
SUN AND EARTH SENSOR SPECIFICATIONS
I. PURPOSE
This document describes the specifications for the manufacture
of prototype sun and earth sensors to be emplaced on the lunar sur-
face for use with an earth tracking beacon.
2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
i. The change and revision letter in effect on date of proposal
or as amended by purchase order.
2. Drawings - 1100203
1100209
1100210
1100211
1100212
1100213
3. Environmental Specifications for Apollo Scientific Equipment.
3. OPTICAL SPECIFICATIONS
3. I Sun Sensor
FOV - +90 ° latitudinal and longitudinal
Activation illuminator > 5 lumens/cm 2
Spectral response -within solar spectrum, preferably
near the visible
3.2 Earth Sensor
FOV - +po to _16 ° (with less than a _16 ° FOV a recycle pro-
gram is required)
Activation illumination - I x 10 -3 lumens/cm 2
6976-Final G-I
Spectral response - visible, near IR and far IR
• 2
Sun lock-on switch- 5 lumens/cm - cutoff intensity
+3 ° to + 17° FOV
4. MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS
4.1 Sun Sensor
Dimensions - 2" x 2" x 4"
2" x 4" x 1/16" baffle
Weight - 2 ib - x ib including packaging
(i.e., Sun and Earth sensor = 2 ib)
4.2 Earth Sensor
Dimensions - 3 x 3 x 4 inches
Weight - x ib including packaging
5. ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Voltage - 28 to 29.88 volts
Power total - i watt
6. ANGULAR ACCURACY
Earth sensor - 1/4 °
Sun sensor - 1/4 °
7. RELIABILITY
> 0.98 for one year in the lunar environment
8. LUNAR ENVIRONMENT
(See Environment Specifications for Apollo Scientific Equipment.)
Electrons shall withstand temperature extremes between 85°K and 385°K
without degradation.
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